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Abstract

The last decade of computer technology has seen the proliferation of computer graphics
applications. As technology advances, there is a growing fasciaationwith three-dinrensioual
(3D) object presentations that likely comes h m their greater ability to match "reallife"than
their two-dimensional(2D)counterparts. UdoRunately, the benefits of3D editing are not
without a price. Most techniques for rmnipulatingobjects in a 3D envirommnt are developed
for conventional hardware configurations that use 2D input devices and CRT disphys. The
di€fjcuItieslie in mapping 3D spatial relationships to 2D displays, and in mapping 2D user input
to 3D object manipulatiotl, This mapping problem is somewhat mitigated by adding constraints
to the degrees of W o r n in the maaipuhtion task 3D surfaces that have been reconstructed
fiom contours are interestiag to consider as targets of 3D interactionbecause they provide an
inherent constraint on manipulation:point motion is restricted to a plane.
As part of my research, I implemmted an interactive contour editor to edit 3D surfaces that
were reconstructed h m plauar contours. More precisely, tbe editor is a tool for visualising a
surface derived fhm a set of serial sections, and for removing deformatom h r nthis surface.
It was designed specifically to remove artefacts from medical images of arteries.

I used the iuterface h m my editor in an experiment that tested whether users were faster and
more accurate at manipulating surfaces in a 2D envimnment or a 3D enviromnt. At the
owet of this study, I predicted that 2D would be better for editing deformations of a 2D
nature. That prediction was borne out by my experiwntal results. I had also hoped that 3D
would be superior as an editing environmnt for correcting deformations of a 3D nature.
However, the 2D character of the data had a stronger e&ct on performance than did the 3D
character of the deformation. Despite the inherent constraints in the surtaces, participants were
faster at editing in 2D for all types of d e f o d o m , wwhik maintaining a consiStent accuracy
between 2D and 3D. Participantsdid perceive a 3D envkomnt to be better than a 2D
environment for manipulatinga group of points that spanned multiple contours, although this
was not reflected in the quantitative results. The intuitive preference for 3D in this situation
leads me to believe that it is worth continuing the search for a natural aud effective interface for
editing surfaoes in a 3D envlonraent.
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I.Introduction
The last decade of computer technology has seen the profiration of computer graphics
applicatio~~~.
Tbey appear in such diverse fields as surgical training, flight simuktion. computeraided design (CAD),
f h ~ ~ i ~a @
l ~ aad
i s medicalv i s ~ ~ o Fn u. r t h e t ~as
~ ~te~hwlogy
~~,
advances, there is a growing fgsciaationwith three-ditlllensioaal(3D)object representations
Tbe appeal of 3D representations k l y coma fiom their gnater ability to match "realHk" than
their twodiraensional(2D) counterparts. Using a computer to reproduce the world around us
has long been a Woly Grail? of computer graphics. This sentiment is echoed in the popular
enthusiasm for virtual reality.

The first of the 3D computer graphics applications' were primarily concerned with static
visualisation. Later. hardware technology imp&
rmkiag machines W e t and making realtime o b h t interacton p o s s i i Such interaction is used not only for visualisation, but also for
editing. Wherea~visualisation descri'bes viewing chaages such as rotating and traaslatiog an
object, editiPg refers to changes that deform the actual shape of the objed, 3D editing
techniques will be the focus ofthis thesis.
For visualisation used to envision a real-world ob@t it in its entirety, a 3D view has an
advantage over its 2D analogue [Wic89]. A 3D enviroarnent allows an object to be perceived
as a whole. while a 2D view is restricted to only a cross-section or profile of an obpct.
For object editing, 3D interaction has the benefit of providing context for the user. It combines
the three spatial dimensions in a natural way. Conversely, modelling packages that use three
separate 2D orthogonal views for interaction (with a perspective view r e s e n d for obsemation)
are notoriously difficult to use as the user must integrate the merent orthogonal views
conceptually [CooM]. The interaction style of a 3D environment more closely matches the
user's rnental model of handling objects in his daily activities [Hut85], and capitalises on the
user's Metime of experience in negotiating a 3D enviromnt and manipulating 3D objects.
Unfortunately, the bebents of 3D editing are not without a price. Most techniques for
manipulating obpcts in a 3D enviromnt are developed for conventional hardware
configurations that use 2D input devices and CRT displays. The dikulties lie in mapping 3D
spatial relationships to 2D displays, and in mapping 2D user input to 3D object manipulation
[Her92]. This nrapping problem hampers the user's ability to indicate or perceive depth,
making it awkward to interact with an object and, in particuIar, with spec& points on an
object's surface. It is particularly difficult to translate along an axis parallel to the line of sight,
because the axis projects onto a point on the screen rather than a direction [Phi92].

I would like to determine whether it is possible to exploit the advantages of 3D interaction
without falling prey to the mapping problem Manipulating objects ia three-dimensional space is
a daunting task, having six degrees of freedom conesponding to the three axes of rotation and
the three axes of translation War90J.The simultaneous manipulation of three degrees of

M o m , let alone all six, is diflkult. Studies bave shown that users perform better and =port a
feeling of greater control in the environmnt when the degrees of M o m are reStcicted by
constraints [Hou92]*
On a computer. a user can manipulateobjects either directly. or indirectly. h n
Ib
o
h
t interaction
styles, attempts bave been rnade to introduceconstraints that mitigate the e k t s ofthe mapping
problem

Direct manipulation gives the user the impression of actually hading an obpct witbin tbe 3D
enviromnt. To acconplishtbis, however, the user must indicate a location in all three
dimensions. Depth is most ditkult, because it does not map well to existing 2D mput devices.
Various research groups have designed special s o b a i i took (herein referred to as widgets)to
assist in this task by constraining 3D interaction [e.g., Sni92, Hou92, Her92, and Con921.
Widgets are encapsulationsof geonretry (their physical properties) and/or bebaviow (the actions
they perform) that are used to control or display information about application objects [Con92].
Indirect manipulation can also avoid so= of the mapping difiiculties by providing separate
tools to control changes in each din~nsion.These are usually standard widgets such as sliders
and dials [Che88] for tasks like translating or rotating an objea. Unlike direct manipulation
widgets, however, these tools are located outside of tbe 3D environment.

In this thesis, I examine the particular problem of surface editing using direct manipulation
techniques. I strive to determine through experinntation whether a 2D enviroamwt or a 3D
enviromnt is more suitable for editing three-dimensional surfaces reconstructed h m medical
images. Such surfaces are created by joining together slices containing contours that were
formed by cutting through an object with parallel planes. These slias are often referred to in the
literature as seriol sembm. The linesused to connect points on contours in adjacent slices are
often constructed in such a way as to form triangles. The surface generated for the object is
thus a triangular mesh.
3D surfaces that have been reconstructed homcontoursl are interesting to consider as targets
of 3D interaction because tbey provide an inherent constraint on manipulation. Due to the
method used to create s u r h e s b r n contours, an the points on the resultant mesh lie in parallel
planes. Thus the movement of points on a contour can occur only within the plane in which the
contour lies. All nmiprktion of points on the surface is now coastrained to two dimensions. so
there is no longer a need to map 2D user input to 3D object manipulation for this type of
interaction

The tasks of selecting a point and of moving a point are fundammtal to all surface editing
operations. I therefhe analysed these two tasks in an attempt to weigh the advantages and
disadvantages of each environwnt for editing- The central research question of this thesis
involves determining whether 3D editing benefits by constrainiag the data points to Lie on a set
of 2D planes. 2D editing of sequential slices may be more natural because it reflects the

underlying structure ofthe data. On the other hand, 3D manipulation provides a context for the
task; each contour is seen in relation to its neighborn.

Many appIications employ 3D surfice reconstruction h m planar contour data Mining
engineers use contours to map mine workings. In CAD applications, a technique called lofig
uses a set ofcontours to specify the geometry of an object. Biologists use serialsections
through an organism to better uaderstard its o v e d s h i p . Of interest inthis research are the
several imagog techniques ofcIinical rnedicii that provide data as a series of slices through an
objeft These include computed tomogpphy (m,uItrasound, as wen as nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) and magnetic resonance imaging 0.
(SimpLe Interactive Contour Editor) for the
I irnplemnted a surface editor called
experimentalcomponent of the march, as well as for practical application in removing
artefm from MRI and C
T JT ofarteries. A fluid dynamics pmbkm provides the context
for the research in this thesis plh92].Data in the form ofserial sections through arteries are
converted into a triangular surfke msh, which is edited to remove unwanted surface features
such as bumps and dents. The resultant surface is transformed into a teauhedral volume mesh
(a partitioniug of the space contained wahin the surface mesh into tetrahedral elemnts) for use
in a fluid-flow analysis ofthe artery. The ultimate goal of that analysis is to determine whether a
connection exists between the fluid flow in the artery and a disease hown as intirnal hypexplasia
(thickening of the artery wall)[Eth92].
Artery blockage that interrupts the supply of blood to vital organs (chiefly the brain and heart) is
responsible for roughly half of the deaths in most developed countries [Car78]. To renew blood
flow in the artery, surgeons fkquently implant living tissue, or g d b , to bypass the obstructions.
Although the grafts are successful in the short-term, a sipificant number of them f i i l one or
more years post-operatively @th92]. A primary cause ofthis failure is intimol hype'plasiu, a
progressive thickeniag of the parent vessel wail that eventually leadsto occlusion of the graft
l~men(the cavity inside the "tube'*formxi by the artery wall) [Dob94]. This usually occurs at
the ~astomosis,
or junction between the origtLal artery and the graft, and is then known as
anastotomic irrtimal hyperplasia. A research project being conductedjointly by the University
of Western Ontario and the University ofToronto (herein referred to as the UWT project) is
attempting to model the £lowkids in n o d and diseased grafk-artery anastomoses to better
understand the role of hemodyaamic effwts (ie., effats ofblood flow) in graft fdure. In the
long-term, it is hoped that the research will lead to recommendations for a graft geometry
designed to reduce the incidence of graft Mure, as well as the developmat of hemodyaarnic
criteria for early detection of i n W hype'plasia in patients [Eth92].

The data used to develop the

models come h m MRI and CI'scans. In the future,
histological serial sections (data h m samplesof sliced tissue)may be used as well. From these
data, a tetrahedral volum mesh is produced for the M t e elemnt analysis offluid flow in the
vwell. Inaccws~ciesin the data-gatheringprocess, however, introduce artefacts (most often
appearing as bumps and dents on the surface) into the contour data To correct these errors,
members of the UWT pro@t create an i n t e d i t e triangular surface w s h that is edited to

eliolinate the artefaas before proceediog with tbe gene!ration of tbe vohune msh. The surface
mesh must be edited by an expert user who can make informed decisions about how the surface
needs to be modified.

In Chapter 2, I desxibe thc issues in surface xeaastruction that we= ofimportance in selecting
a reco11~truction
algorithmfor tk appliratina I discuss data formats and their consequences on
the surface recoastnrctioaalgorithm used. I also present issues in 2D and 3D h r e h n
techniques, andjustqrthe use of dina xmipuwoQ.
In Chapter 3. I desaibethe inp,letnentation o f s ~ beginning
~ a
with the requirements for the
program I explain the interface design that emerged !?omthe task anatysis and was chosen for
the experiments.
In Chapter 4, I focus on the experimental portion of the research. I descri'be the purpose,
subjects, design, experimntal conditions, results and analysis ofthe experinsots

In Chapter 5, I pnsent the conclusions of the research. I discuss fbttlfe enhancemnts to the
interface and their irnplicatiom.

2. Baclyjround and Theory
In this thesis I focus on the surface editing aspect of the UWT artery project. I bave
impIemeated a surface editor that first reconstructsa surfsEe (triangular mesh) b m contour
data using exisring sobare. Tbe constructionofthis mesh is a multi-stage process tbat I
discuss in s o n detail in this chapter.
Wfi the surface editor, the user can move or delete points on the intermediate msh, thus
creating the finalsurfsce that will be used to produce the finite element volum mesh. In this
chapter, I present issues in interaction that arise wben users manipulate the mesh to cbange its
shape.

The generationof that volume msh, and the ensuing flow analysis are beyond the scope ofthis
thesis, but are dealt with in Cuvelier's book [Cuv86].

The input to r q editor is a set of planar contours that represent cross-sections through a 3D
object. Figure 2.1 illustrates how the contours are formed

F
w2-1: Contows are formed by intemding a cuttingplane W h an object.

From these contours, L must reconstruct the surface of the object. A mesh generation program,
or tiler, creates a triangular m h fiom the contour data. It builds the mesh by joining points on
one contour to corresponding points on a contour in a neighbouring slice as shown in
Figure 2.2. I considered several tilers for use in the project including the "Surfaces fiom
Contours" package written by Meyers. Painter and Sloan of the Universities ofWashington and

Akhma, Jules Bbomnthal's '?mpMSurface Polygonkr" [wec92] and a surface meshing
package from EriZark Jones ofSwaasea [Jon94]. I chwe a tiler called nuages that was written at
INRIA. France by Bernhard Geiger [Gei93] for incorporation into the s u r f a a editor. Oftbe
limited selection of available tilers, it best fulfilW thebasic requiremnts ofthe project.

F i i 2-2: Gm@e of a sirnple surfacemesh.

There were several considerations in choosing the tiler that generates the initial surface mesh.
The first was availabilityat no cost. Of the Wers that met this criterion, I sought one that couM
generate a mesh at interactive speed. This is desirable so that a new mesh can be generated as
the user edits the original orsh. The tiler's source code also needed to be readily mDdifiable so
that I could build the editor interface on top of it. In addition. to aid in maintaining interactive
speed, it is important that the entire mesh need not be recreatedwhen only a srnall portion of it
is changed. Thus. the tiler code needed to allow for local mesh reconstruction.

The nature of the artery data detenaines which approach to surface reconstruction is most
appropriate for the tiler. There are two approaches to the problem: volume-based and surf8cebased. Volume-based methods are used when tbe data are available as a 3D lattice of points.
Surface-basedapproaches require that the data d e k the intersection of a surface and a plane
of sectioning MeySZ]. For this pmjed, data are provided as a set of closed contours from
parallel slices through an artery. A tiler that uses a surface-based approach is thus preferable.

The chosen tiler rmst also solve the basic meshing pmb1ems ofcorrespondmce, tiling and
branching. These are illustrated in Figufe 2.3.
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BRANCHING PROBLEM

CORRESPONDENCE
PROBLEM

F
m23: These contom illustrate some of the problems encountered in m s t u d h g a surface.

The correspondence problem refers to the hue of deciding which contours should be
connected by the surfke. Solutions include comparhg the shape of contours in adjacent slices,
and determining overlap in the plane (e.g., slices made perpendicular to the primary axis ofa
right circular cylinder have exactly the sanr: shape - a circle. and b e up precisely with one
another when projected onto a plane). The coarse topology of the finalsudace is determined by
the topological adjacency relationships between the contours of the data set. If there are
multiple contours in a section, the contours must be organised into groups representing
individual objects.

The tiling problem deals with how the contours should be connected. Given points on pairs of
contours &om adjacent sections,tbe task is to generate the "best" topological adjacency
relatiomhip between these points. The difficulty lies in the fact that tbe Wing problem is
severely under-constrained. In other words, there are many di&rent Ungs that could
interpolate a given set of contours. Some metric must be chosen to determine what is meant by
' k t ' ' topolopica1adjacency relationship. Some commonly used mtrics include area, volume,
matching direction, span length, matching normalixd arc length, and various wn-local metrics.
AU of these metrics perform poorly with certain pathological examples. There are. however,
possible improvements such as normahtion for position, size and small rotations [Mey92].

Ideally, the tiler used by the surface editor should create surfaces without twists. Figure 2.4
illustrates a surface with a twist that was constructed h m actual artery data Figure 2.5
provides a simpler example to illustrate the problem. Twists in the surface are caused by joining

the wrong points on adjacent contours and may cause problems when attempting to generate a
voIume mwh. The tetraheQal vohuae elements rae generated basedon the triangles in the
surfaa mab. Ifthe triangles are twisted, the algorithm for generating the volume elemems will
p d u c e a poor discreticatibnof the vo1un~;ie., tbc teaahcdra win also be twisted,and will
therefore not accurately newt the Bow of forces within the objcct

In Figure 2.5, the grey, dotted lines show bow the two contours should be connectbd Tbe
black, solid lines show what happens when the surface is twisted. Imagine rotating the top
circle by two points while the grey conaections are in place. This would result in the black
COM~C~~O~S.

F@m25: A simplified example of a suface twist .
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Since anastotoe inthnal h~fletplas'ioccurs at graft-artery junctions, it is mcial that the
meshing algorithmused by the tiler be able to hendle branching structures in the surf;re.
Branching is said to occur w h the object is representedby a -rent number of contours in
adjacent sections.

Figwe 2-6: Left Sinply-connected cylinders; Centre: A hecylinder branch; Right A Unee-cylinderbranch.

Branches may be in the form of a pair of shp~y-comectedcylinders, a two-cylinder branch, or a
three-cylinder branch Ney92] @gure 2.6). The difticulty in mhing branching surfaces is
determiningbow to rmsh the area of the surface at the forking point, orjunction. The
informationprovided by 0onSecutive slices at this point is always incomplete, since the two
slices contain different numbers of contours. The idea behind the solution to the branching
problem irnplemmted by the chosen tiler is to model the implied saddle surfaw at the junction
by adding Wricated vertices between adjacent contours to form composite contours [Gei93].
The solution to the tiliog and branching problem determines the surface topology aud its coarse
g='=tfytfy

Once the surface, including branches, has ban tiled, its precise geometry can be determined.
This involves finding a smooth surface that interpohtes or approximates the vertices of the
mesh and maintains the same topology. Interpolation is used ifthe data are precise
specifications of an object, whenas approximation is appropriate if the data are noisy or
otherwise imprecise. The most commonly used method employs a series of parametric surf=
patches Far931. The vertices of the mesh are the control points ofthe surface patches, and the
topology of the mesh determines which vertices are used in each patch.

The simplest method of surface-fittingis to rtlerely use the triangular f a ~ofs the mesh as the
surfdce. This method is not usually satisfactory unless the contours sample the original surface

very finely- In addition, since the surface produced by using just the triangular llffhmay have
discontinuities, it is not always ideal for mating a finite elemnt v o l mesh.
~ For the research
purposes at hand, bowever, a surface firmed by tbe triangular faQsof the mesh is desirable.
The nuages tiler f o r m this mesh shnply by joining the points on adjacent contours. This mms
that, unlike a fitted surfaa whose points lie anywhere in 3-space, all the points on the trianguhr
mesh lie in the parak1plaaes tbat contain the contours. This property of the mesh will be
exploited to provide a constraint on 3D intersaction with the msh

The process ofcreatiag an editing hterEre that improves on the current one (described later in
Section 2.2.3) requires some analysis Fust,both the benefits and the drawbacks ofthe existhrg
interfw must be fully understood. Second, potential problem in the replacemnt interfafe
must be recognised, and solutions to them devised
Before performing this analysis, the concepts of direct man@uIationand co-ints
clarified. I will examine direct manipulation first.

must be

2.2.1 Direct Manipulation

Direct manipulation intert?ces@MIS) were h t identified by Ben Schneiderman [Jac89]. The
term "direct -pulationl'
stems h m the philosophy that users should manipulate objects in a
computer program by a means that is analogous to the way they manipulate objects in space
[Jac89, Hut851. The essence of a D M is that rather than carrying on a dialogue about an
object. the user operates directly on it, making the interface almost transparent wut85].
[ncontrast, an indirect manipulation technique for object deformation would require many

differeat sliders, thereby using excessive screen d-estate. While related controls such as
sliders for rotation may be logically grouped, users can rarely correlate changes in the controls
with correspondingchanges in the deformed objeas [Sni92a]. This large cognitive "distance"
between the user and the tool results from that fm that, by definition, indirect manipulation
tools are located outside the 3D etlviromnt.
Direct manipulation widgets such as trackballs [Sa92, Con921,handles mou92, Con92, Str92).
bounding boxes [Str92, Hou921 and shadows [Her92, Jau95] have the advantage that they exist
in the scene along with the objects they -pulate
[St1921thereby reducing the cognitive load
on the user.

Demands on both the user's short-term and long-term memory are also reduced in a DMI. For
long-term, the user must commit to memory only a few generic manipulation commands h m
which most specific operations can be derived. Short-term memory load is reduced by having
internal state data always displayed; most commands thar change values are reflected
immediately in changes in the objects. Additionally, DMIs often have less modes than an

indirect manipulationhte*

of equivalent fhtionality [Jac89]. Tbis is also less taxing on the

user's memory,

Dw to its nature, dinct manipulationis easiest to apply to a pmbkm do& that has a c o m a e
graphical representation. Editing the surfaces of arteries is such an application, and the
advantages of k t manipulation that I have presented make it a natural interface choke for
this task. ROSS b an example of an existing product that provides a DM[ for interactive
visualisation of objects reconsmcted &om serial sections [NAS93]. Unfortunate1y, ROSS does
not provide any surfsce editing capabilay.

Any system that employs a DEm. however,is susceptible to the mapping problem (see Chapter
1 for discussion of this problem). O f h , such systems fail to provide sufkient feedback as to
how motion of the input device produces transfodons on the objed [Phi88]. Widgets can
supply additional Wback in the form ofspatial cues, and even revealtheir hnctionality
through the'u geometry [Hou92, Con921. Their real benefit, though, comes h m the constraints
they impose on interaction
2.2.2 Constraints on 3D Interaction

Borning describes a constraint as ' a relation that must be maintained" [Bor86]. For 3D
interaction, constraints can be thought of as a mans of restricting motion, most often by fixing
it to a particular k n s i o n , or set of dimensions. This effectiveiy reduces the number of
degrees of W o r n in the interaction. Rigid body motion in 3D bas six degrees of fkedorn for
positional and angular pkcemnt war90],and object deformations have rnany more [Phi88].
Simultaneous manipulationof many degrees of W o r n m y make interaction too Micult.
Sniibe observes that "a tool can be made more effective by removing uonecwary degrees of
M o m with constraints" [Sni92a]. Houde reports simik findings in her experhmnts with a
handlebox interface Wou921. Hsu et aL also note that the number of degrees of M o m
presented to t b user in ke-form deformation can be overwhelming [Hsu92]. Herndon et aL
constrain transformations to a pkae with their shadow widgets in an attempt to make 3D
manipulation eader for the user [Her92].
Because of tbe demonstfated vaIue of constraints in 3D interaction, 3D surfaces that have been
reconstructed fkom contours seem to lend themselves well to deformation through 3D
interaction. They have an inherent "relation that must be maintained": contows must remain
planar. Since all points on the surface are part of so= contour (recall h m Chapter 1 that this
is a property of the surface mesh), movemnt of points is restricted to the plane. The common
mapping problem is thus diminishedby elLninathrg a dimension for tramlation I therefore hope
that a 3D DM1 wiU be successfblfor editing the artery data

2.2.3 Cumnt InteractionTechniques

To provide an improvement over the existing artery editing interface, it is necessary to
understand both the positive and negative aspects of that interfaoe. Current editing techniques

in the CTWT project an ==what hapThe user determines contours that needediting
by examining an initial nconstructEDn of tbe mery data using the soEd madeller package
I-DEAs' .

The user tben edits contours requiring comtions in one of thrre ways m0095]. Tbe first
method is the most primitive, and difl.icult to use. The user manually plots the cross-section
containing tbe problematic contour, and determhes where the fault lies. He then changes the
coordinates k t l y in the slice file using a text editor.
The second way ia which the contours are pnressed is by a low-pass filter that smooths out
tiny indentations in the surface. The user can choose the d e p to which the curves are
smoothed, ifany. This mter does nothing to remove larger bumps and indentations.
The third, rwd G!;. kt:=*:= method, is to move points on the contours using a curve editing
feature of I-DEAS. When the user picks and moves a point on the cume (termedprimary
motion), adjacent points on the CUM, in a l d region around the picked point, are also
affected (terxmd secondary motion) @gure 2.7). The user can spec@ the area of effect and
the nature of the secondary motion through a dialogue-style interface [SDR93].

F
w 2-7: Example of how a m e segment is affected by the p&my motion of a picked paint

The user moves points in the c m n t wrkplizne. For artery editing, this is chosen to be the
plane containing the contour of intern. The user can limit tbe view to only this workpkne,
providing a 2D view of a cross-section. Alternatively, the user can display all of tbe contours in
the data set at once in a 3D perspective view. Although the latter view gives the user a context
in which to work, it is seldom used Even with the ability to rotate, pan and zoom in this view,
having all of the contours present makes it dilkult to pick and control the desind points for
movement Noo9q. Attempts to interact with points on a particular contour are confused by
the interfering presence of other contours. This may be because the su&x itselfis not present
in the view to give full mming to the contour lines. Unfortunately, the ssurfve recopstruction
algorithm u d by I-DM
seems hgile, ie., the finalsurface cannot be constructed until the
glitches in the contours are corrected.

Because editing in the perspective view is difticult when only the contours are visible. a 2D view
of a single cross-section is chosen most often as thc editing environment for the arteries. Even
then, users of the system frequently resort to using the text editor out of frustration.
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3D display represeatations better matchthe user's mntal &el of 3D spatial information(such
as fight path or contour data) than do their 2D counterparts Wi89, W i ] .It thus seem
feasonable that a 3D interbre for artery editing r n i t be an improvemat over the current 2D
editing technique, at least for so= tasks. The aim of tbe experhmnts conducted as part of this
research is to determine for which tasks, Zany, this holds true. The experimental hypothesis is
that for tasks ofa 2D natlln(ie.. tasks mvolvhg only a single contour and hence a single
plane), a 2D interfke win be superior to a 3D interfh. W superiority would exists because
of the urmecessary complicating faclor of the extra dhnension in 3D, aud the resuItant mapping
problem.
On the other hand, for tasks ofa more global, 3D nature, such as bttening a bump that spans
several contours, I hypothesise that a 3D interface would prove more effective than a 2D
inter& of equivalent functionality.
is primarily because the user's mental model of the
artery is ofa 3D nature. In addition, the mapping problem is diminisheddue to the inherent
constraints in the artery data Fdy,the visual momentum provided by presenting the artery as
a unified object, rather than a series of slices, may aid the user in 3D interaction CJvoo84,
Wic921. Users may become cognitively 'lost" as they traverse bough d t @ kdisplays
peltairing to different aspects of the s a m system. Viiual momentum is an engineering solution
to this problem See woo841 for a more complete treatment of this topic.

The 3D surface editor interfsce that I evaluate alongside the current 2D method of interacting
with the artery data will use direct manipulation. As wen as delivering an of the benefits
outlined in Section 2.2.1, this will allow a fair comparison to be made wtth the existing interface,
which also uses direct manipulation.

3. Implementation
Although I hope that SLICE'S toteis generic enough to be used with any contour-editing
application, SLICE was primdy designed to fulfil tht requirementsof the UWT pmject. In my
research, the interaction requiremnts of that project receive particular attention, and are
mapped into high-level viewing and editing tasks. Those tasks m turn are broken down into
the low-level component tasks that drive the interface design PTOC~SS.Out ofthis process, both
s u a ' s DMI for object interaction and its GUI enrrge. The GUI integrates the fbnctionality of
the DM1 with SLICE'S mshing capabilities- This chapter covers the evolution of the SUCE
interface, beginning with the requirements of the W T project, and coacluding with the
interface used in the experimental portioa of the research

In the UWT project, users gather data
and MRI scans of arteries. The next stage of
the project is to prepare the data for fluid flow analysis using the followhg multi-step process:
h t , the contour data, which represents cross-sectionsthrough the arteries, is converted into
text format as lists of coordinates. Then, a program takes these contours as input and
generates trom them a triangular mesh that is an approximate reconstruction of the originai
artery surface. Next, a user interactively edits the ~ ~ l e to
s hremove scanning artefhcts. F i y ,
the user exports the points of the edited surface for generating a volume mesh to be used in the
ensuing fluid flow analysis.
I designed SLICE to serve as the interactive surface editing program in this process. SUCE'S
h t obligation is thus the generation of a surtsce mesh h r n input contour data. The program
must be able to generate the mesh with interactive speed, since the surfaoe win need to be retriangulated as the user makes changes.
The data that arrive h m the artery scanning process contain high-fkquency noise. This noise
manifests in a rough edge of fine indentations on the contour which pwents a proper volurne
mesh Born being created. The meshing algorithm has trouble meshing the edges, and the
volurne mated h m the nwh does not accurately portray flow within the artery. Thus,the
next rquiremnt that the UWT project imposes is that SLICE smooth the contour data
Of primary interest in my research are the cequiRmnts involving user interaction with the data
The participants in the UWT pmject desire a method of interactively viewing an artery in 3D as
a shaded surface, and h m any position Currently, they have no easy way to visualiEe the
artery as a surfhce- They can see the army as a set of 3D contours, but the noise and artefacts
must be removed before a surfhce mesh can be generated using the I-DEAS package.
The second aspect of the interaction requirewnts is to allow users to interactively remove
unwanted features fiom the surface mesh. This means manipulating individual points on the

contours, whik providing real-tim visual feedback to the user. This requirement is the focus
of the experimental research component of& thesis.

Fmally,the program must be able to save aad generate a find surfsce mesh that can be used to
produce a tetrahedml v o l mesh
~ for later fluid flow aOalySjS.

m the interactive contour editor I implemnted for this thesis. was written to llfilthe
requirements of the UWT project. SUCEis used to edit 3D surfaces that have been
reconstructed h m planar contours. More precisely, it is a tool for visualising the surface
derived h m a set of serial sections, and for removing artekts b m this surfice that were
created during the data-gathering process. SUCEis written in the C language for use on a Sun
pMorm It uses xvRw for the user interface and xgl for the graphics. It consists of two parts:
a ''back-end"for surfice reconstruction, and a 'Yiont-end" user interfke for surfice
s

manipulation.

The backend of ma is built around Bemhard Geiger's nuages program, which was
integrated with SUCEto perform triangular mesh generation. The nuages program (introduced
in Section 2.1) takes as input a set of serial sections, and triangulates them into a surface mesh
I changed the nuages code to store the entire artery data set in memory at ow time (instead of
only pairs of slices).Also, instead of writing the resultant mesh to a file, as nuages originally
did, I made modifications so that
can display the mrh graphically iboth a pjcctbe
view (3D)and as a sequence ofcross-sections (2D).Srrc~reads a contour data file and then
passes the point information to nuages functions for pmcessing. The triangukr mesh
generated by nuages is then stored in an internal data structure in m a Manipulations made
to the points by the user change the contents of this data structure, which is read by ruurges
whenever the mesh needs updating. When the user has finished modifyiog the msh, the
changes can be saved to a file. The finalmsh output is based on the stored representation of
points maintained by S-

F i 3-1: PaiMse smoothing pocess.

Due to the data-gathering proass, the contour data is often noisy. Smoothing each individual
indentation by hand would be time-consuming and tedious. An automatic method of

smoothing is pnkrable. Geiger highly reconm*nds using a feature of nuages for smoothmg
pixel-by-pixel contours like the ones used in UWT's ~search[Ge193].Tbe user specifies an
error value for the sm~othiogon the command line. In nuages, contours are approximated
with line segnmts, for example AB and BC in Figure 3.1. nuuges uses a pairwise profess for
smoothing. That is, to decide wbether to remove point B, nuages tests B's distance, d, to a
new line s e p n t , AC. Ifthis distaace is iss than the user-specified e m r d u e , nuages
removes the point. f i r the purposes of UWTs research a Mhre was chosen that yielded an
error tolerance level ofthree percent, thus keeping the curves wit hi^ three percent of their
original position For normaliSed data, this translates into a value of d of 0.03.
SLICES' fmnt-endconsists of a graphical user-intecface that provides both 2D and 3D displays
of the data, as well as a means to interactively view and edit the data. I wrote the i n t e h in
Sun's proprietary widget set,xview, since this is included with Sun hardware, and will thus be
readily available to the end user in the UWT project.

The remainder of the chapter is devoted to describing how m a meets both the viewing and
editing interaction requirements of the UWT project.

Since the hdamental purpose ofS U ~ Eis to remove mefacts b m artery data, the first
question is one of twognising such an artefbct. It is known that all contours provided by the
data extraction method will be closed. AIl defects in the artery will therefore appear as bumps
or hollows in the sudace. These deformations may be the result o f either points or entire
contours that are misaligned. Cumntly,only a limited number of data sets are availabk and
thus it is impossible to precisely descn'be the shape of the artefacts By definition. however, the
bumps or holbws for which a point or group of points is misaligned must take one of the
foUowing forms: a spike,a sphe, a nilge or a hill (Figure 3.2). I will define a spike to be a
single point that is out of place. A spine is a set of spikes along a range of contours. A ridge is
a range of points along a single contour that is out of alignmnt. F i , a hill is a range of
ridges. Even though tbc deformations in Figure 3.2 all appear as bumps, the phenomna could
also occur as hollows athey were inverted. It is not known how many artefads will fall into
each of these categories in real data sets. Abo note that the definition of an artefact is
subjective and recognition quires a trained obsewer.

Ridge

Hill

F
w3-2: Gtamples of possble bump types in wf&x?data.

In order to remove the kinds ofartefacts d e s c n i in the previous paragraph, interaction in the
SLICEapplication hvoIves rnakingdetailed changes to points on the surface. Although changes
usually affect a local region of the surface, it is important to see their effet on the overall shape
of the surface. Thus editing operatiow are integrated with changes in the view. This dual
environment must be unified through a coherent interface.
The high-lewl tasks presented here are groups of low-level tasks that have been combined at
the semantic level of user goals. They fall into two categories: viewing tasks and editing tasks.
Viewing tasks include morning, scrolling and rotating the view,viewing a cross-section of a
surface, aad odviewiog the inside of a d a c e . JXEditiag tasks include removing bumps or other
unwanted pieces of a s&,
stretching, or disconnecting a surface, adding points, and
undoing the last editing action.

The user must be able to easily change the current view of the surface, either to see a global
view,or to focus on a panicular area Viewing tasks enable the user to accomplish these goals.

The most muently performed viewing task is that of moving the viewpoint to a new position.
After the 3D vkw has been changed, there must also be a way to reset it to its original position.
To change between a close-up view,and a view of the entire surface, the user must be able to
zoom the viewpoint closer to and fuaher hrom the surface. For exampk, if the eyepoint is
positioned on the positive z axis looking toward tbe origin, this means moving the viewpoint
along that axis while the surface re& centred at the origin. In order to better view the
surface, the user must be able to moll it within the viewing wiadow. This means moving the
viewpoint in its xy plane, if the eyepoint is positioned on the positive z axis. F i y , huusu
must be able to rotate a surface in 3-space with the three degrees of freedom formed by
rotations.

is designed to edit, that many of the points to be manipuIatedare
In the surfaces that
hidden by otber parts o f t k surfkce. Another viewing task is thus to reveal hidden parts of the
surface, allowing the user to "'see inside" it.

t
k user may wish to have a view that clearly shows the shape of contours in a
particular cross-section. Since all cross-sections are planar' this can be accomplished by
showing a 2D view ofthe cross-section of interest. In addition, here must be a way to cycle
through viewing consecutive cross-sectionsof the object.
These viewing tasks are rigid body transfbnnations; they do not defbrm tbe shape of tbe
surface the way that editing tasks do. Thus surfice rotation, even though it oaws by applying
a Wormation to the surface, as opposed to the view, will be regarded as a viewing task
3.3.2 Ediing

SUCEis designed to edit surfaces reconstructed fbmcontours. Editing involves changing the
shape of the surface to eliminate artefacts created during the gathering of the contour data

The SUCE user may want to remove bumps, or other parts of a surface. Regular-shaped bumps
or hollows can be ehhated by stretching or flatteningthe d a c e . Stretching or flattening is
accornphhed by moving groups of points in a local area. When a user moves a point on the
surf", points in a local surroundingregion should also move as a fimction of the motion of
the focal point. The user must be able to restrict the area of e f k tof this secondary motion.
This method of eradicating bumps does not delete existing points, but instead moves them to a
new location. Other protrusions or unwanted pieces of the d a c e m y be removed by
deleting portions of the surfice*

In addition to deleting points h m a surfaoe, the user may wish to add points to it. Because the
user may choose to perform sorne smoothing of the contours, there may be contour segments
that are sparsely populated with points. Removing a portion of the surface may also contribute
to sparseness. If the user wishes to chamge the shape ofthe surface near such an area by
stretching or flattening, as described above, more pints may be neededon the contour to
allow the user su&ient control over the shape ofthe c w e (ie., so that there are enough line
segments to produce a reasonably smooth curve).
Editing tasks that add, move or delete points have the potential to significantly change the
shape of a surface. It is therefore desirable for the user to be able to undo an action by
returning to a previous state if he makes a mistake* This is especially important in light of the
subjective nature of the s u b editing for which SUE is intended. In this application, it is
Likely that users' editing will pass though successive approximationsbefore the final version of
the surface is reached.

These high-level tasks all depend on the same low-level building blocks: selecting, adding,
deleting and moving obpcts. These hndanmtal tasks might occur in any interactive 3D
interface, and will be at the root of the interEtce design.

Hardware limitations, the intended user of tbe software and attention to sound design priociples
iaterke- I will exansine these Uors now.
all influence the creation of the

I made certain assumptions about the styk of its mterface. The
When designing
following choices were based both on the focus ofthe research and on bardware choices
imposed by the resource constraints of the UWT project. I c o w the requirements of s u c ~
to a standad, low-end hardware configuration.

F i t , I limited the scope of the research to dinct manipulation interfbs This restricts the
interface choices to mouse click and drag for surface manipulationOFor example, a task such
as rotating the view should be p e r f o d with mouse actions, rather than with scrollbars or
other GUI widgets.
Second, sum is designed to provide only visual feedback

Third, S U ~ E
is designed to use a 2D input device (in the current irnplemntation, a threebutton
mouse is used in conjunction with a keyboard), and output to a monitor. Other input devices
were not considered,
Finally, the tbe project requires sum to run on a low-end Sun workstation (a Sun
Sparcstation20SX with 96 Mb of RAM and an SX + cg14 4Mb VSIMM graphics board was
used). This limits the avajIabIe graphics capabilities if perfofmance is to remain at an acceptable
level for interactive manipulation. Thus so- options, specifically those requiring the more
advanced rendering techniques, could not be expored (e-g., when objects are in motion, a
wire*
rendering must be used instead of a shaded one).
3A.2 The User

SUCEwill be used by people who are accustomd to studying arteries. The users will be
conversant with the scanning process used to produce the computer repcesentations of the
arteries They win therefore be Fdmiliat with the artefm that occur in the data, aad can be
expected to recognise what editing is required for a given surfaa representation.

Some computer skin is assumed on the part of the users. I expect them to be comfortable
using both mouse and keyboard to interact with a graphical user interface. Rior experience
with 3D graphical interfaces is not necessary. SUE'S 3D interface should be easy to learn by
transferring skills fiom an existing knowledge base. Tbe 3D interaction techniques should be
simple extensions of 2D interaction mtbods.
I anticipate that the use of SLICE will occur in fairly m u e n t but intense sessions. In other
and work with one
words, when new artery data is obtained, the user win sit down with S-

data set until all of its dekts bave ban comcted. I expect that the user will edit each defect
in sequence for a particular data set. This style of interaction will govern the use ofmodes in
the design. I will discuss this m detail, in Seaion 3.4.4.

Although consistency is recognised as a m u l t concept to define precisely [Gru89,Ke187],it
is widely perceived as a desirable goal for user intertiice design. Although designers may not
be able to state explicitly what consistency rt~ans,it is possible to &fine its e k t s . A
consistent user ioterflxe allows the user to feel fkmibf with the interke, and most
importantly, to transkr skills and hrnbg.

According to Grudin [Giu89], there are three types of coasiStenqc intend, extemal, and
extemal analogue. Tnternal consistency refkrs to a coherence of principles within a single
interface, for example the use ofthe &I> key to display help fhm anywhere within the
interface. External consistency maas consistency between Merent iuterfkes, such as the
"fiIe*' menu being located at the top left of a menu bar. External d o g u e , or metaphoric
k interface design to features in the real
consistency has to do with the correspondenceof t
world, such as the Macintosh desktop metaphor.
An interface designer should pay attention to the way in which coasistency is used within an

interface, for it is not a panacea. Consistency helps learning, but may sometimes impede use.
For example, keeping all the household brushes in one drawer is consistent, and would help
you to learn where to h d them Brushes, however, may be used for different tasks. There are
paint brushs, tooth brushes, lint brushes, hair brushes, and brushes for sweeping the floor.
Keeping them all in the same place would make them diflicult to use. They would perhaps be
better located according to their W o n ; a tooth brush may be kept in the bathroom, a paint
brush in the workshop, etc.

The interface designer may also choose to make things slightly inconsistent so that the user
pays attention. Performing a particular operation, such as removing a file, may have drastic
consequences to the user. If the interface for file removalis inconsistent with the rest of the
interf" in some way, it will draw the user's attention making sure that he takes special we

with that operation.
3.44 Modes

Modes in an interface refer to different interpretations of same user input according to the
current state of the interface. F'or example, a left mouse click could mean "select a point" or
"'delete a point*'depending on the current mode. Having modes in a user i n t e b places
additional mental load on the user since it requires that he ~lllemberthe current state of the
interface (or be reminded by the system), and what cotnmands are applicable in that state.
However, some use of modes cannot be avoided in most user interfaces, as there are not
enough distinct brief input operations, such a s single keystrokes, to map into all the commands

of a system [Jac89]. The best one can hope for is to mbimise the axmunt ofmo&-&ching
that the user must pefirm.
The complexity of SLICE'S user interface calls for tbc use of modes. Since I wanted the
interface to be a DMI, 1wanted user input adlorn to come throughthe mouse and operate
directly on the mesh This maot that the individual input actions available for consideration
included single and double clidc and drag with any of the lea, middle or right muse buttons, or
combiion of buttons (chordiirg). In Ert, use of the m
u
s
e while diflrerent buttons are held
down might also be seen as operating in &rent nodes. I will not, however, noah this
distinction in my discussion

To determine how moda should be used in the interike, I aoalysad the semantic maaings tbat
these mouse actions must take on. Tabk 3.1 e n m r a t a tbe objeas in the system and the user
actions that operate on them

1 move (fir scroll and zoom)
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

entire mesh

move (for rotate)

point

select, deselect, move, add, delete

1 contour
1 range of points

I select,deselect, move, delete
I select, deselect, delete

I

I

prirmry point (defined in
Section 3.5.1)

I

I
I

select, deselect, move

TaMe 3.1: objds and the actionsthat can operate on them

The first possibility I considered war, to have a mode corresponding to each type of ob&t. For
instance, depending on the mode, an action such as move would be applied to a point, a
contour, or the entire mesh One problem with this approach is that it produced too many
different modes. The objects, however, can be logically grouped according to the actions tbat
may be applied to them This implies that actions may bena correspond to moQs than objects
do. In addition, an action-oriented scheme of modes is more likely to correspondto the user's
mental model ofthe system Users are ualikely to think of the view, the mesh and its
component points and contours as separate obpCts upon which to operate- Rather, I hope they
win perceive a more unified enviro~l~~~eut.

The second design I considered thus had modes corresponding to actions. This type of
interface would be similar to a paint program such as MacDraw in wbich actions are thought of
as tools, and each tool is a mode. Thus there are modes for each of selection, deletion,
addition, and motion. These d e s would govern the program's interpretation of mouse
input. The flaw with this design is that the user still requires a method of indicating to what
object the chosen action should apply.

The finaldesign attempted to pull together the best conponents of each of these designs by
abstracting the ob*
and actions at a higher semantic level. The first design, which had
obpcts correspondingto modes, was pahualbecause it allowed the user to use modes tbat
difkrentiate betargets fbr a consistent set of actions. The second design, which bad
actions correspondingto modes, % better with the user's mental model of the system More
care11 inspection of the objects and actions weak naturalgroupmgs between tbem Tbc first
two object-action sets iisted m Table 3.1 are related to viewing. The hst two are related to
ranges of objects. The Theddk two an related to the buildingblocks of the msh &If. These
are the objects and actions at the heart of the inttxfke. Ranges and vkwing are d y "extra"
features that assist with the main tasks in this category. Thus, the actions related to points and
contours should in SOE way be the dehult mcde, minimis'mg the amount of modt-switching
required on the part of the user. Adding a point can be seen as a di&nnttype of action to
select, move and delete since the latter maoipulate existing points.

Translating these groupings into mDdes yields a view mode, a range mode, an a& mode and a
default mode. This divifion allows the use of modes to indicate the target of the action (e.g.,
the view versus an object), as well as grouping actions at a semantic leveL In Section 3.5.2, I
discuss the precise mapping of the various mouse actions to the semantic actions that must be
performed in each mdeSince it is expected that operations to manipulate the surface will be fkquently interspersed
with changes in the view, the user must be able to make rapid, fluid changes between view
mode and defult mode. For this reason, keyboard and mouse combiions (for example
a t r b + mouse) were used to denote the difikrent modes instead of using GUI widgets such as
radio button. Pressing and releasing a key to switch modes can be done very quickly, and does
not require a shift of attention to a new location on the ~cteen.Using a key-mousecombination
for each mode provides internal consistency to the interfaoc. Section 3.5.2 discusses the
precise mapping of keys to modes used in sum

F i y , it is crucial that the user be provided with clear feedback as to the current mode. A
kquent source of user error is inappropriate input due to an incorrect pemeption of the
current mode Wik94,for example tuming the key in a car's ignition when it is a b d y
running, having incorrectly perceived the engine to be ofE Thete are severaldifferent ways in
which a mode change might be signalled such as a change in colour. or display of a labeL Since
the user's attention always remains focused on the obje* being manipulated, however,
changing the cursor seemed tbe most efhctive way to indicate a mode chaoge. The cursor is
always located at the precise point of the user's mterest, so a change in its shape will not go
unnoticed. An open hand was used for view mode, a pointing hand for mnge mode, a "+" sign
for 4dd mode,and Xll's default arrow cllrsor for defult mode.

For each task in SL~CE'Sinterface, I explored a list of possible implementations. I made this list
outside the context of any particular application. Appendix A contains this design space of

interaction possibilities. In this section, I discuss bow tlu low-level tasks are mappedinto this
space, in light oftheir intended use in the WCEapplication.
Where several implementatiom are semmtidy equivalent, it will be necasary to choose
between the options. I used prototypiog of alternatives as well as adysis of existing h t e b
to assist in making these chokes. In some cases, however, it may be desirable to implelfllent
more than one mthod per enviromnt of performing a task, each to be usd in a different
situation,

I was a .to hmdiately njact som implemntations as Mkasible or inappropriate to the
application Haadles, for instance, are a c o r m n tool used to implenrent all kinds of
transformations on objects including rotation, traasktion and scaling, as W as more complex
manipulations such as bending, twisting and tapering wou92, Con92, St&!]. A handle is
usually soole visual geometry that enforces a collsbaint on interaction, such as restricting
motion to a single axis. I did not feel that the use of ban& was appropriate in SUEThe
handles would only be useful for the viewing transformations, and not for reshaping the object.
Instead, they would obscure the surface,imerfe~gwith point manipulation. Handles are
better for an interfhce in which they rralise all of the desired interaction. That way, the handles
themselves represent modes. In other words. grabbiig the rotation handle mans muse
motion will be interpreted to spin tbe object, while -rag
a scaling handle has mouse motion
interpreted to resize the objea
Another interface possibility that I rejected for the sake of simplicity was the use of planar
boundaries to aid in selection and deletion of points. One option for selecting an area of points
to move is to define the dimensions of a (rectangular) section of the plane tangent to the
surface at the focal point of m ~ t i w .This plane is projected onto tbe surface, and the region
within the plane is the area affected. An ellipse may be used instead of a ~ctangle.A planar
boundary could also be used to define an area for use as a cutting pkne. It would act as a
separator between the areas of the surface that are to be kept, and those that are to be
discarded. In the case of removing a branch, however, deleting contours is a simpler solutioa
Defhhg a planar boundary is difficult because of the many degrees of M o m associated with
an arbitrary plane. Using arbitrary planar boundarks would olean forfeitiag the one advantage
that the data provides: motion is constrained to a plane.

Since the high-level viewing and editing tasks sbare common low-level components (select,
move, add and delete), I will try to provide an internally consistent interface by implementing
each of the low-level tasks in the sam way for all of their high-level uses
The selection and movement of objacts is at the heart of the high-level viewing and editing
task I discuss these two low-level tasks here in so= detail, before presenting them within
the interfaoe design fhmwork. In the rest ofthis section,I discuss the design of the DM1 used
to manipulate the surfsces.

3.5.1 Select and Mwa

Selecting something makes it the active objeft to which subsequent move or delete operations
will be appiied You can select both points and contours. Only one contour at a t . may be
selected. However, points may be selected in a contiguous range along a contour, and in sets
of ranges along several neighbouring contours (forming a contiguous area ofselected points),
pint (the focalpoint for motion of a range).
or as a

Feedback can be provided to indicate which objeas(s) have been selected by highlighting them
in a diffi=rentcolour, by having them blink on and o& or by cbanging their size or shape. In the
s ~ l r interface,
r
points and contours change colour, becoming '?highlighted" when they are
selected. Selecting a point as a primary point causes it to both chauge colour, and change
shape h m a chrle to an asterisk
Contour selection is used in the &laion of surfaces in whole or in part. Deleting a branch, for
example, would be done by deleting its constituent contours one at a time (a potentidy timeconsuming operation, but one that should mnly be used). Deleting a contour in the middle of
a surface will disconnect it. Contour selection in 3D may also be used to choose a crosssection of the surface for viewing in 2D. Fdy,a selected contour may be moved witbin the
plane in which it lies.
Point selection is a fundamentaloperation used to either delete, or more kquently, to move a
point or group of points. Smoothing out a contour may require points to be selected singly or
in a range. Tasks like removing a bump may require a range or area of points to be selected.

Multiple points cannot be moved without first selecting a primary point to act as the focus of
the motion. As lllentioned in Section 2.23,the user interactively manipulates the primary
point, and the other selected points (secondary points) move according to some fuaction of this
motion. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3.

Figure 33:Secondary motion of points on a contour.

In the design of SLICE'S inkdice, I considered having the user &fine this Cunctioa, Making
some assumptions about the user's goal in mving the points renders this complicated process
unnecessary, however. For tht UWT project. users move points to srmothout surface
irregularities. SLICE,therefon, impkmwts the firnction in the fobwing way. F m a leastsquares approximation is used to fit a B-spline curve to the range of sekcted poiou. (See
Farin's book for a discussion of spline curves Far931). The order of this curve is set to be
4 + ln( aba ( range-1) ) to provide reasonablecontroL ofthe curve. In this
way, the order of tbe c u m haeases bgarittrmically with tbe number of points selected
(range-len). Fbr example, order of the curve is fwwhen two points arr selected, five
when three to seven points are selected,and six when eight to twenty points are selected. A
higher order c w e resub in more control vertices, and hence greater control of the curve. It is
important to imease the order of the c w e more quickly at the low end of the range length,
because differcnoes in order are more apparent when there are fewer points.
SLICEincludes an additional point at either end ofthe selected range in the set of points to
which it fits the B-spline. For thisreason, at least two points on the curve must remain
deselected at any time. SUE then converts the B-splinemntro1 vertices produced by the
curve-fitting to Bezier control vertices' because Ezier curves have the desirable property of
passing through theiu first and last control vertices. Thus,the extra points at each end of the
range become the end vertices of the Bezier control polygon, and act as anchors while the
curve segment between them moves (F~gure3.3).

Because the manipulation of control vertices is an awkward, non-intuitive meaos of
manipulating a aspn
i
le curve, S U uses
~ a direct manipulation technique developed by Bartels
and Beatty Dar891. This allows the user to affect the shape of the curve inaa intuitive way by
dragging points on the c m e (ie., the primary points).

When interaction begins, the origiaal Bezier evaluation of the points on the curve is determined
at the locations specified by the parameters that correspond to the selected points on the
contour. AAer the user has moved the prirnary point, the new 1ocati011~
of the control vertices
are calculated so that the curve will pass through the new location of the primary point. Using
these new control vextex locations, the positions are cakulated for the other points on the
curve.

In SLICE, it is possible for the user to select several ranges of points on adjacent contours and
then move a single primary point to affect the whole region. in this case,the s a n process
~
is
repeated for each cume to determine the new point locations. However, since the user only
selects one primary point (marked with an asterisk in Figure 3.4) for the entire area, a pseudoprimnry point (madred with a dot in Figure 3.4) must be detemrined for each of tbe adjacent
contours. This point is the closest, connected, selected point to the user-selected p h a q
point. If such a point does not exist, the ranges carmot be moved together. This restricts the
points that can be moved as a group. Adjacent ranges must contain at least one point that is
connected to the primary point of motion. In SLICE, if an invalid set of ranges is chosen, the
user is warned when he tries to move the primary point.
'Thecadefufittinga&spCinear~eso~heselectedpaints,andfarcanrertfng~&splinecantrd~m~contrd~~lrrirs
by Rhafd Bart* d the Canpner Graphics Lab at the Urhrersityd Waderbo.

g0ne-b~-

I will call the contour containing the primary point theprhary contour, and other contours
containing selected pomts secoduy contom. The pracess of finding pudo-primary points
is repeated for all secondary contours, cascading outward h m the primary contour
3.4).

F
w 34: Finding

pdnts.

The prirnary contour moves the most, while secondary contours move Less according to their
distance h mthe primary contour. Once the delta has been found for the motion of the
primary point, it is applied to all the pseudo-prhmy points with exponential drop-off outward.
This exponent can be interactively set by the user with a slider to values between one and five,
with a default oftwo. Figure 3.5 illustrates the default case in which the pseudo-primary points
in curves marked 'B" move half as much as the primary point in the curve marked "A". The
c w e s marked "C" would move one qwner as much, and so o a

F@re 35:Mmi an am of points.

Mer the delta for the p s e u d o - p m points is calculated, the motion can then be determined
for the other points on the curve in the same fashion as described earlier for the primary
contour.
3.5.2 Desianina Mouse and Keyboard Interaction

me DM0

In Section 3.4.4, I introduced SLICE'S four modes (view, range, ndd and default modes). In
this section I discuss the keyboard actions used to implement each mode, and the muse
actions used for the tasks in each mode. AU mouse actions except rotate apply to both the 3D

view and 21)vkw, and are mappedthe sam way in each case for internal consistencyncy
Tk
following table presents the details of the muse mappings in each modc

s e w contour.
drag to move
selected

sekct point; drag to deselect endpoint of deselect the last
range (decided after selection
move selected

select additional select additional
point at end of
contour
range (decided after
pretests); drag to
add/delete points
h m range

Mouse

+

pnt-1
deselect aIl selected
obpcts

deselect tbe last

selection

drag to rotate object drag to translate
view
(3D only)

drag to zoom view

add point

delete the last point
added

<Alt>:,

Table 3 2 Mouse mappings for SUCE

3.5.2.1 Vew muck

In view mode, the only action is "move".e r .
are, however, three types of motion: rotation,
scroll, and zoom The target for these actions is implied. Scrolland zoom appiy to the view,
and rotation applies to the entire mesh. There should not be much distinction here in the mind
of the usu; all actions are enabling the user to obtain a better view of the object. It is easy to
map these three actions to click and drag with each of the three mouse buttons. Details are
provided in Table 3.2. Using the cursor as tool to grab and move the object provides
consistency through the use of an external metaphor. The user can perform scrolling and
zooming in both the 3D view and tbe 2D view, but rotation applies only to the 3D view.

The direction of mouse movement when scrolling corresponds directly to the direction in
which the s u r f " moves.
Mouse motion upward or to the right when zooming b ~ g the
s surfaoe closer to the viewer.
Mouse motion downward or to the left moves the surface huther away.
Preliminary research in 3D interaction [Coa93] involved implementing rotation with a pitch,
yaw and roll interface that used a combination of sliders and a dial. User testing of this
implementation revealed that such an interface was awkward and uaintuitive. Subjects found it

very diflicult to perform a simple task such as rotating the surface to swap opposite comers of
an pkne. For this ream& I did not consider the pitch, yaw and roll interface for this

application. mead, I used trackball rotatio~This intertre pmvides additional consistency
through the use of an external metaphor. A tracLballi n t e e works by having the user
imagine that the surface to be rotated is enclosed witbb a transparent sphere. The cunor is
usedtograbaadrontbespbcre.

The primary purpose of rmge rmde is to aibw the user to select mltipk points. Selection of
a range of contours is not permitted because determinjng adjacency with a branching structure
is too complex. Because only a contiguous range of points may be selected, I can use a click
and drag interfaoe similar to that for selecting and moving points (thus providing some internal
consistency). A left mouse click selects the first point in the range and then dragging the
mouse selects adjacent points along the contour; the further the mouse is dragged, the more
points are selected. The direction of the range selected corresponds to the direction of mouse
drag in the foflowing way dragging up and to the right mans select points in a clockwise
direction around the contour, and dragging down or to the left meam select in a counterclockwise direction. The model matrix containing all the viewing trandormations is used to
ensure that clockwise and counter-clockwise refer to how the contour appears on the screen,
regardless of how the object is rotated in 3D. If the mouse is dragged to the right to select
points, dragging it back to the left by a corresponding amount win desekt points, and
dragging it fUrtber win begin to select points in the opposite direction.

Selecting one endpoint and then dragging out the rest of the range was chosen as the rangese1ection interface rather than selecting the two endpoints ofthe range for severad reasons.
Selecting two endpoints on a closed contour would ambiguously divide the points into two
possible ranges,and might also require the user to perform an intermdhte, thz-consuming
view change operation. The drag interface only requires the user to select one point with the
cursor. It is also convenient since the artery data points lie very close together. Users reported
employing a strategy of dragging one point past the end of the range that they wanted, and then
going back They found this a comfortab1e way to select exactly the desired group of p o w .
SI~CE
implements rmge mode using the d h i f b key as the mouse input modifier. Using the
cShifb key to indicate multiple selection has becorn an industry standard, and is used in such
products as MacDraw and the drawing tool in Microsoft Word for Wmdows 95, thus
providing fuRher extemal consistency.
3.5.2-3Default ma&

Default mode is most complex I want the user to accomplish as many of their most lkquently
perford tasks as possible without having to switch nodes. It is natural to map the simplest
muse action to the most firndamntal task. The core actions of the interfe are select and
move. Mapping select and move to click and drag with the left mouse button (with no key
modifier) provides external consistency with other DMIs such as Microsoft Word's drawing
tool and Alias Studio. In order to distinguish between points and contours, the two possible

targets for theseactions, singk-click is used to Ldicate a point sektbn, and doubkclick is
used to indicate a contour sekdioa Wilhout diflkrent nmm of selecting points and contours,
it might be difticult to distinguishbetweenthem on the screen when points lie close together.
Double-click is rrscmd for contour selection siace this will be less firesuently used than point
selection Note that tbis sin&- versus doubleclick paradigm abws for a later extension to the
interface to select a range ofcontours (ie., doubk-click and drag).

The interfke enforces several rules ofselection. When the user makes a new sektion, t
k
selected contour or the contour to which thc selected point belongs, becom the c u m t
contour. It is bigblighted m red in t
k 3D view, and the 2D view is changed to display the
cross-section to which it belongs. A point and contour cannot be selected at t
k sum time,
thus a contour selection win deselect any currently selected points, and vice versa. In addition,
since SLKE allows only contiguous ranges of points to be selected, a new selection on the
contour as an existing sekction deselects that existing selection. F d y , since the user may
select multiple ranges of points only on a contiguous range of contours, a new selection of
points on a contour that is not adjacent to an existing selection deletes any currently selected
points.

The middle and right mouse buttons are reserved for two kinds of deselection. Note that since
deselection applies to both single points and ranges, tbe mapping for these mouse buttons
applies in range mode too. The right muse button, with the cursor located anywhere on the
screen, deselects the last selection (contour, point or range of points). This operation may be
applied repeatedly to deselect objects in reverse order of selection. For example,if the user had
selected three adjacent ranges of points, clicking the right mouse button three tims would
deselect one range each for each click, b m the most recent to the earliest selection. The
middle mouse button is used to clear all selections.

In add mode, the user can insert additional points into an existing contour. This may be useful
ifthe user wishes to modify the local shape of a contour in an area where there is a long line
segment.

One might expect odd to be a mouse action under default mode. Once agaiu, however, it is
advantageous to break internal consistency to draw the user's attention to this operation as a
special situation, one that more drastically mdiiies a mesh than shpk awement of poiats. In
addition, consistencycan belp learning while impeding use. Making odd a separate mode
makes default mode easier to use. W
ah odd included as an operation in default mode, there
would be insdicient mouse actions to handle all of the tasks.
A left mouse click in add mode adds a point at the cursor location on a selected contour. To
be consistent with the default and range modes, where the right mouse button deselects the last

object selected, in add mode, the right mouse button deletes the last point added.

IMPLEMENTATION

3.5.3 Desi~nina
the Look and Feel (Vhe GUN)

The SLICE i n t e h consists of a window that contains both a 3D and a 2D view of tbe swfsce.
The 3D window is located on the kfk, and displays a 3D pro@tk view of the entire surface.
The 2D view is located on the right, and displays tht cross-section of the s u r f k e containing the
cunent contour (see Section 3.5.2.3 for a definitionof the current contour). Interaction in one
window updates the other. For example, selecting a poht in 2D causes the poht to be
highlighted in both views,as wen as causing the red-highlighted cuxrent contour to be updated
in the 3D view.

Beneath each view is a text area that provides informuion as to the current actions available
with the mouse. This i n f o d o n is updated according to what key mditkr is depressed as
well as what is currently selected.
A menu bar at the top has a ''File" =nu which contains the standard (and thus externally
consistent) 'New". "Open", "C10se9',"Save", "Save as.. ."and "Exit" options. This menu was
not included in the interface used in the experhmnts.

Widgets providing operations that apply to both the 2D and 3D views are Iocated between the
two views in the centre of the window. These include pushbuttolls for 'Undo move", 'Select
nothing" and 'Pelete".

Pressing "Undo move" restores the mesh to its shape prior to the last movement of points.
After undoing a move, the button label changes to 'Redo move", and pressing it will restore
the mesh to its state after the points were moved. SLICEprovides only a single level of undo
due to storage limitations imposed by the complexity of tbe data
0

"Select nothing" duplicates the htionality of the middle mouse button, deselecting all
obpcts. It provides some redundancy in the interface. This may be useful since the mouse
mappings are fairly complex. If the user cannot remember all of the mouse mappings, there is a
visible way (ie., using a labelled button) to @om the action.
'Delete" is slightly &rent b m an action like move or add. It is simply an operation applied
to a selected point or range of points. It does not, therefore, require mapping to a m u s e input
action. (Note that move can also be thought of as an operation applied to a sekcted object, but
it requires fiuther mouse input to indicate a new position.) The interfaw described in
Section 3.5.2.3 is used for selection of a contour, point or range of poiuts. A GUI widget such
as a push button can then implement the dekte action. As per the previous discussion on
consistency in Section 3.4.3, an additional benefit of making delete a special case in the
interface (ie., using a widget instead of a mouse e o n ) is that it draws attention to an action
that has the potential to do damage if applied incocrectly. A c o ~ o dialogue
n
can also be
displayed when the action is performed. Since no task in the experiments required the delete
operation, this button was not included in the experiment version of the interfaoe.
Buttons that apply only to the 2D view are located directly beneath it. These include 'Next",
6Frevious"and 'Tteset view".

'Next" and "Revious" simply cycle through the cross-sections,dispIa.geach one in turn in
the 2D view. The cumof contour intbe 3D view is also updated. Again, thesebuttons
provide redundancy in the interface since the arrow keys provide the same functionalaynalay
"Reset view'' restores the view to its origiaal state, undoing any scroll and mom viewi~g
transformations that were made. Thae is a correspondingbutton located under the 3D view to
met that view, which undoes ail rotation, scrolling aad mollling.

Under the 3D view are the widgets that apply oniy to this view. I have already d i s c d
'Reset view". In addition, there are radio buttons to determine the current shading style, a
'Disclose Innwsurface"toggle button, a slider to set the "Deformexponent" for secondary
point motion (see Section 3.5.1). and a "Reset exponent" button to restore the slider to its
defaUt setting'.

The radio buttons to cbange the current shading style provide options for showing only the
contours, showing a wireview of the surface wsh, or for flat-shading the the.A
more sophisticated mthod of shading, such as Gouraud shading, is not used for performance
reasons;even in flat-shading mode, the display changes to wire*
when the view changes or
a part ofthe object is in motion. In Chapter 4.1 will discuss a pretest that was used to
determine what form of shading to use in the experiments. These radio buttons are not present
in the final experiment interface.
When editing with SLICE,
the portions of the surfaoe to remove will often be on the inner side
of a closed area. In these cases,it will be aeassary to disc1ose the inner surface before editing.
The "Disdose inner d a c e " toggle addresses thir requirement by removing all bnt-facing
polygons. This toggle button is not present in the 6uaI experiment interface.

The "Deformexponent" slider a&xts the,-s
and the effits of its use are thus reflected in
the 2D view. The slider, however, is really only useful in conjuoctionwith the 3D view, and is
therefore located with the other 3D~latedwidgets. Ifan area of points and a prknary point
are already selected when this slider is adjusted, it intefactiveiycbanges the shape ofthe surfaoe
according to the sekted exponent. If nothing is selected, the slider setting will apply to all
subsequent motion ofmultiple ranges ofpoints. A "Reset exponent" button will reset the slider
to its dehult value. In Chapter 4, I will descrii a pretest that was used to determine whether
this feature s b u M be included in the fjnal expetiment interface.

figure 3.6 shows the interface used in t4e 6na e x p r h m t . IIme iue some ciiflkxces
betwea &hisand the complete i n t d k d discussed here due to some katures not being
included in te(such as the shading style radio buttons. the button to disclose the
innersurEice and the &kte buttoa), and due to changes made as a result of feedback fiom
ptetests (the addition of "Select oa c ~ a t dand
* "Reselectonly-" buttons) which I will
discuss in Chapter 4. TIE interface in the expetimeat aka mcained a 'Next trial" buam
d.rateoabled~useru,progrssthrwghaSefieso€aialsin~experimeot

4. Experiments
I conducted an experiment to empidcally & t e h wbether a 2D environmwt or a 3D
enviro~lentis superior for editing surEres reconstructed from contours. Panicipants from the
University of Waterloo community ran oials in which they edited manually constructedslnface
data. The results of several pretests were used to fine-tune the enviromnt for the experiment
In this chapter, I present a conpkte discussion of the pretests and fnal experimnt, h m the
expekntal design to the resuIts and thi ~
~
a
~
.

The most important step when designing an experiment is to determine what question one
hopes to answer with its results. This may seem obvious to the reader, but the kind of question
posed will drive the direction of the work, and the precision with which one formulates it will
determine the nature ofthe results. In this study, a first attempt at a question might be
"1s a 2D environment or a 3 0 environment bestfor editing surfaces recoltsnuctedfnm
contours?"

This question addresses the fimdamental issue that I would like to investigate, but it is too
vague. Several aspects need to be chilied. For instance, what does best mean? What is
involved in editing? What kinds of surfaces should be manipulated? Each of these ambiguities
relates to a diffemt issue. The first is a lack of precision in the motivating question. The
second is an experimental task that is too broad in scope. F i i the third is an experimntal
environment that contains too many variables.

To make the question more precise, I first needto define ''best". In the theproject, the final
edited surface win be used to make precise y
fla.FHremnst
of fluid flow through an artery. For
this reason, an interface that allows accurate manjpulations of the surface is important.
However, it would be unrealistic to expect a user to spend a vast amount of tim madag a
single, s d adjustment. Thus the interface must allow the user to work at a reasonable speed
to achieve the desired accuracy. Since speed and accuracy are the factors most important to
the end user in the UWT project, I will define best to meanfartest without loss of accuracy.
Speed and accuracy will be the dependent variables in my pretests and finalexperiment.

The second issue I must address is that ofrestricting the scope of the task that I investigate. I
determined in Section 3.1 that the primary function of SU(Z is to allow the removal of
anomalies from surfaces reconstructed from contours. Because a typical editing session
involves a great many steps (and thus an abundance of variables) that depend on the data set

involved, m y attempt to mimic a real world editing scenario in tbe experiment would be
hught with ambiguity* Fix this reason, I must choose a simplified version of the editing task
that still contaim the key ekmnts of a RXU lift situation.

The first step ia makmg this choice is to eliminate any tasks that duplicate partkipants'
bebaviour. In Section 3.3.2. I outlined tbe ekmnts of interaction, and found them to consist
primarily of adding, deleting, selecting and moving objects. Cocwtour manipulationis no
difErent tiom point manipulation m terns of either the nvntal or physical poccsses of
determining where to select on the screen and bow to navigate tbe selected item in 3-space.
Thus, for the experiment, I will concentrate sokly on point manipulation, as it will be the mre
commonly perfi,rmsd activity in the UWT project.
Since deleting points is simply applyiag an operation to a selected point, and adding a point is
simply selecting a new location in which to place a point. the tasks of selecting and moving a
point encompass an of the interactions invoived in point manipulation.
The task chosen for the experiment was to remove a bump or hollow h m a surface, using
ody the existing points. In other words, points may not be added or deleted. The participant
must reshape the surfke by selecting and mving existing points. I used the same task in both
the pretests and the final experkmnt This task covers all aspects of interaction neasaxy in the
SLICE interface including changing the view, selecting and moving points, and making three
dimensional spatialjudgements.
The third and final issue to address is what type of s e e to use for the editing task. Tbe
participants for the experiment had no training or experience recognising artefacts in artery
data It was therefore infkasible to present a real data set to a participant for repair. Such a task
would not have a clearly identifiable goal for the chosen participants. Instead, simplified data
sets were manufactured for the experiment. I used a cylindrical tube as the surfaoe, which
enabled me to provide a goal that the participant could easily identi@ returning the tube to a
regular. cylindricalshape. This bad the firrther benefit of guaranteeing a degree of similarity
between trials. The cylindrical tube does, however, maiotain so= realism as it is an idealised
artery shape.
I first considered having tbe cylindrical goal s u r t w shown on the screen for the user.
However, this made the experiment into a matcbg task, which is di&:rent b m a real world
situation where there is wtbing to which the surface can be compared. It is likely to be easier
to match an existing surface than to create a new one. The presence of the goal surface on the
screen would provide depth and positional cues not ordinarily present in the scene. and so one
was not displayed.

I consided several options for &£ining tbe end of a t d One possibility would be to have the
trial end when the participant brought the surface within a prescribed tolerance of the goal
surface. This, however, leads to the cmawing of speed, aud not accuracy. This is undesirable
for two reasom. Fnst. I want to see if users will achieve the same accuracy in 3D as in 2D. so I
must not force a particular level of accuracy in the trial Second, I would be unable to

differentiatebetween a slow user who is good at 3D interaction, and a Ew user who struggles
for a long time because he bas trouble with 3D interaction.

Another option for determining the erd of a trial was to kt the -paat
manipulate the data
for a fixed amount of time, and then to nrasu~
the accuracy at the end ofthe elapsed period
This, however, would Lad to greater inter-paaicipcmt
vafiatiOn within each enviromat in the
..
key fhctor ofiuterest: acauacy. So= parhap& would be inhetently slower than others, and
thus be intempted at dE&rentstages of their repair strategies. This would make it m~
ditFcult to obtain mmniogfulstatisticalresults wben comparir~gdi&rences between
enviroomnts. In addition, people might behave daferently, and use di&rent strategies wben
under d c i a l time pressure.

The option that I chose was to have the participant determine for himself when the editing task
is complete by makhg a subp*ivejudge~mntthat the surface has been restored to the goal
cylinder. Thus,the partkipant is matching the experhmntal Surface to an implied target
surface. Such a technique has been used in prelous experhwnts in the form of colour [Schgq
and shape wos87, Rue891 matching to imitate a creation task. However, unlike a creation ask,
matching allows the experimenter to m a m e accuracy as well as speed. Using the matching
technique, I was also able t a t whether accuracyjudgements are difkult to make with the
SLICE i n t e b .
Permitting the participant to determine his own stopping criterion allows an inherently slow
participant to be distinguished h m one who is having trouble perceiving accuracy. If1 used a
tolerance-level stopping criterion, both types of participant would have long trial times and an
equal (by enforcenmt) measure of accuracy. With my method however, participants having
difEculty making accuracyjudgementsmay have faser trial tims,but will score lower on
accuracy- In addition, letting the participant determine tbe end of the experiment eliminates any
trials where the user might become btrated after a long period of strugglhg to arrive at the
desired shape. Ifthe user gives up on an editing task, such vials will be reflected in a poor
accuracy result.

The subjective fztor that a participant-deterxnined stopping condition introduces into the
experiment is somewhat mitigated by the iastructions that I, as the experimenter, pmvided to
the participant These included a rough guide as to the level of accuracy and speed that were
sought. In Section4.3.7, I discuss the instructions provided to the participants in more detail

Once I had detemhxi the question, I had to decide how best to answer it. The basic
experimental design is the sam for the pretest experbats and the final experiment. In this
section, I present the elements of sub&t selection, data design and procedure common to all
the experimnts. I discuss the those aspects that pertain to a particular experiment in
Sections 4.4 through 4.7.

Participants for the pretests were all recruited b m the UniwrSay of Waterloo's Computer
Graphics Lab (CGL) and, as such, had some pmriaus exposun to interactive 3D graphics. 1
hoped to receive useful feedback from these participants for he-tuniog of the final experimnt

All participants in the pretests, except IE, were illale. My own results were typWny exambed
separately as those of a trained user. Only ooe paaic'it in the pretests was left-handed, but
used the mouse with his right hand Pariidpaats were all in their mid-twenties to early thirtiesThey received no compensation for their participation in the pretests.
For the final experimnt, there were sixteen participants in alL Of these,thirteen were male and
three were female. The participants were recruited by a news posting to the computer graphics
course newsgroup, tbe CGL newsgroup. and individual email requests-

One participant was a fourth year undergraduate student, three were profkssors, and the rest
were graduate students- An sixteen were fiom the Department ofComputer Science. I
wanted to use subjects who were familiarwith usingcomputers since the experimntal task
was faLly complex In addition, future users of the SLICE system, who represent the target
population, have experience using computers.
Two participants wen left-handed, only one of whom used the mouse with the left hand
Participants had a range of experience in 3D interactive graphics9ranging from none at d to
extensive training. CGL mrnbers were not compensated for their participation in the study as
such contribution is expected as a condition of lab mmbership. Non-members were paid ten
dollars for their contribution.

After using the SUQinterface extensively, I and one other participant became "expert users".
Our results were handled separately from the regular participants.
43.2 Data Creation

I created the data set for each trial by adding a deformation to a cylindrical tube of unit radius
comprised of ten cross-sections, with each cross-section having 25 points. I will refer to this as
the bare cylinder. Instead ofcreating several defbmtions in one data set, I deformed the base
cylinder with a single bump or hollow for each individual trial to control for editing style. In
other words, participantsare forced to tackle each deformation in sequence, rather than
switching back and forth betweenseparate bump removal tasks. This provides an element of
consistency between participants, and is in fact the way in which expert users are expected to
use the system Having only one bump for each trial instead of many, as might occur in reality,
also makes it easier to measure the thm t a b to remove the bump.

Because I have few data sets fiom the UWT project, there is no clear pattern to the appearance
of the scanning artekts. Thus,for the experiment. I attempted to reproduce all possible
classes of bump. The deformation added to the base cylinder for each data set was one of a
spike, a spine, a ridge or a hill(refer to Section 3.3 for a description of each type of

deformation) according to the pretest or experiment in question. I provide details pe-g
individualexperhnents in Sections 4.4 through 4.7.

to

The &formations w a e created usingthe SUCE editor. Starting with tbc base cylinder, poinu
were moved to aeate a bump or hollow. To avoid always having a simple inverse operation of
the datacreation steps to return the surfaa to its base cylhdriEal dupe, deformations were
created in a number of ways. Solnc deformations were matie by selecting and mving a single
group of points. These data sets an termed d $ d t or m e , depending whether they use the
"Deformexponent" slider setting (dkr to Section 3.51 fir a descriptionof the skier that
controls the amount of movement of secondary contours) of H(defbdk), or another setting
(simple). Other data sets were made by selecting and moving one group of points, and then
selecting and moving a second, overhpping set of points (thus influencing the position of som
points by a two-step process). The data sets created with this two-step olethod are termed
complex, since a difErent slider setting was used when moving each of the two point
selections.
When I chose the data sets to be used in each experiment, I ensured that for each deformation
type, there were an equal number of bumps and hollows, that the bumps appeared equally often
at the fbnt of the surfdce, tbe the& and the back (with respect to the orientation of the bump
at the start of a trial), that the deformation lay equally often completely on-screen and partially
off-screen(in the 2D view), and that there were an equal number of deformations with an odd
and even number of points, and in the case of spines and hills, an odd and even number of
contours.
Recall from Section 3.5.1 that if a user selects a primary point for motion that is not connected
to an adjacent range, a warning is issued and no action takes place. In the cases of spine and
hill data sets, I ensured that the displaced points could all be selected and moved together so
that this situation would be unlikely to arise during the experimnts.
43.3 Experiment Deslgn

In Section 4.2, I determined that speed and accuracy should be the measures of the '&st"
editing environment. Thus, speed and accuracy are the dependent variables for all experiments.
For the final experiment, the enviro~lentis the independent vafiable, aad has two "levels:" 2D
and 3D. Some of the pretests have a Merent independent variable, such as s u r t r e type. I will
discuss such variations on a per-experiment basis in Sections4.4 through 4.7. I .addition, the
nature of the defonaation (spike, spine, bump or hill, as defined in Section 3.3) is a second
independent variable in some pretests, making those factorial design experiments.
I chose a within-subject, or "repeated measures" design for the experiwnts (ie., each subject
receives all conditions) for two reasons. Fmt, it would have been difticult to recruit the large
numbers of participants required for a between-subjects design (ie., a di&rent group of
subjects receives each condition). Second, each participant needs significant tim to learn the
interface through instructions and practice trials. A between-subjects design would involve
extra training time.

To minimhe the effectsof )earning, I used a counterbafam=ingscbem- I made ""order"a
between-subjPct vafiable by giving each pGuticipant a di&rent randomorder of levels of tbe
independent variable. Since t h e ;ae two -dent
variables in aIi expedments, I must
combine every level ofone with every level of the other. Each such combination is t e d a
condition. Thus, I random& the orda in which the conditions are presented to each
p-t.
Even the oder in which practice trials are presented is randomi&,in case
s u b w choose to do only the first one. I e n d that an equal number ofeachcondition was
presented in each session. Ln f&, each particiit was presented with the sam data sets
during the experiment, but m a pseudo-randomorder. However, each trial used a diffi:rent
data set,even when conditions were repeated.
Each participant completed a single session comprising two or three practice hials followed by
12 to 24 actual trials, depending on the experhmt, The number of trials given to each
participant was governed both by tbe length of t h it takes to complete one trial, as well as the
number of conditions quired for the experiment. One hour was divided by the number of
conditions rrmltipiied by the time per condition (ie., W for one trial) to determine how many
times the complete set of conditions could be repeated for the experiment. I did not wish to
make the entire session longer than one hour for feartht participant would lose concentration,
or become fhtigued. This meant I had to use a fairy large participant pool to obtain sacient
data since the collection of a single data point took approximately two minutes.

The experiment is run h r n a Unix she1script. Each trial is a new invocation of the SUE
program, with command line p n e t e r s to specicy the conditions for the trial, such as the data
file used and the surfbce r e n d e ~ type.
g
The shell scripts were generated from a C program
that used eraad ( ) and &and48 ( ) to pseudo-raodomlygenerate tbe parameters that create
the trial conditions. This script generation program was run once for each participant, and a
script fik was output that bad the participant's iaaials as a s d i k
On each trial, the participant is presented with the SUE interfhce as depicted in Figure 3.5.
Note that the appearance of the interface was slightly different for the pretests; such
differences are described in Sections4.4 to 4.7. In the 3D view, the tube data set appears in
the centre of the wiadow, &om an eyepoint looking down the z-axis. In the 2D view, a single
contour Lies in the centre of the window. After the participant has completed the iateractions
necessary to e l i d e the deformation, he presses the "NextTrial"button to stop the timing,
end the current trial, and begin the next.

Participants may pause betweentrials at this point if they desire, as timing for the new trial does
not begin until the mouse is moved. Betweentrials, the interface disappears and reappears for
the new trial, since each trial is a new invocation of SUE

4.3.5 Data Collectbn

The philosophy behind the data-gatheringprocess was to c o k t as nuchi n f b d o n as
possible, in case it might prove useful in the andysis to follow. By gathering all infbrxmtion
thought to be relevant, I hoped not to have to repeat any experiments should som trend be
revealed in the initial ardysh that provoked a kok at unanticipated factors

The experiment program zecorded hrformation for every window entry or exit, mouse click and
button press event generatedby the participant. For t&se events, a timstamp,event code and
description were stored. Thc information was written out to four files. The Darning
convention for these data f i k used the participants inftials as a p ~ f to5 the 6le mums. The
files were called abc.accuracy.info, abc.event.So, abc-eventdataand abc.mve.So, wheR
"abc" were the participant's initials. Examples of these fiIes and details of their contents appear
in Appenda B.
The accuracy file recorded the fioat distance of each point h m the corresponding poiat on the
base surfice. The two event fiIes stored information about the start t h , duration, and nature
of every significant user interaction with the interfaa. Each tim a point was moved, the
movement fi kept track ofits new location, the distance it was translated, the current
selection type, and whether the move was done in 2D or 3D.
The information contained in the four files d e m i above was distilled into a single £ile for
analysis by SAS (a statist- analysis software package). A C program was used to proms
the data files, generating a file abc.out that was read by SAS. This file contained one line per
trial,with the subject's initials, trial number, information on the data set used, total eIapsed
time,total xnanipulation time, total viewing time, accuracy and other optional infodon,
depending on the particular pretest or experinrent. The accuracy was calculated as the total
error s u m m d over each point and each contour. An example of this file is included in
Appendix B.
43.6 Data Anatysis

I used an analysis of variance (ANOVA) test to determine the means, variance and whether there
was any significant difkencein the mans between groups. An ANOVA is used for interval or
ratio data when the underlying distributions are approximately normal,as is expected of my
speed and accuracy measuremnts. I used a single vadable ANOVA for the experiments with
ody one independent variable, and a two variable, no replaceant ANOVA for my fistorid
design experimnts, which have two independent variables-

The F value of the A N ~ V Atest reported for each experirrrent is the ratio of variance between
groups to variance within groups. A ratio dose to 1 indicates that the groups sampled corm
torn the sam population and the independent variable has no effkct. As F gets larger, one
becomes increasingly confident that di&mnces among groups were due to the e&ct of the
independent variable rather than to chance. As a standard level at which a result can be said to
be statistically sigoificant, scientists have agreed that the likelihood of obtaining the observed

differences in sampks due to chance should be less than 1 in 20. Som scientists are mre
strict, requiring that tht test indicate a difhence less than 1 tim: in 100. Tbis is called testing
atthe.05orthe.01kvelofsigniticaaceaadis~Cidt0a~p<.05orp<.01.
Iwilluse
p < -05 for testiog my reSuhS.

Each participant received both written and verbal instructions at the beginning of the
experimnt. I gave the sam verbal iastructions regarding the experiment procedure to all
participants, but also permitted them to ask questions if they had diaiculty with the interfice.
After the interface was displayed on the scnen with the first sample data set, I d e s d e d the
format of the experiment. I told each participant that his task was to move points on the
surface to eliminate the sin* bump or hollow that would appear, thus retuning the cylinder to
a smooth regular sbape.
I informed participants that their accuracy in performing the experimental task was more
important than their speed. Because my final goal is to create a surface suitable for generating
a precise volume msh, accuracy is more important to nr than speed (provided, of course, that
the difference in speed is not extreme).

I indicated that they should strive to make each surface presented into a surface as close to a
cyiinder as possible in a reasonable amount of time, and without worrying about minute details.
In order to provide a guideline for what a "reasonable amwnt of time" should be, I estimated
that an average trial should take roughly two minutes. Tbk was determined by previously
timing several people for some sample tasks. I instructed participants that I would measure
accuracy by the finalshape of the surfaoe, and not by the position of individual points. This
reflects what is important in fluid-flow analysis for the U\KT pmject.
I told participants that they bad three practice trials before the real eqedment began, and that
they should use tbese trials to fimdkke themselves with the interface. To tbis end, I left
written instructions with the participant that included a tutorial to guide them through the use
of all the features of the interface. The written instructions a h included a letter expkiniog the
purpose of the experiment. The full written instructions provided to the participant for the h a l
experiment appear in Appendix C. Instructions for the pretests were simihr.

During the fifteen minutes following my initia instructions, I visited the participant in tbe
experiment room twla to see if there were any questions about the interfaoe. I then left the
participant alone to do the experiment, and then fill out a questionnaire.

Because the SLICE interface is so complex, k r e are many variables in the experimental
environment that have the potential to affect the results. It is therefore desirable to eliminate as
many variables as possible so that I can be more certain that any experimental result obtained is
due to the independent variable, and not to some factor in the environment. Consequently, I

used several pretests in an effort to eliminate someofthe variables such as the sudhce used for
rendering, and the controls of tbe GUL The pretests also served to fine-tunethe experimentaI
design. They betpcd to validate tbe task, the data-gathe~gprocess and the reliability of the
results.
I used the fhtpretest to determine the mst effixtive surface type (both objectively and
subjectively) for displaying the data among contom only. wirefiame mesh or flat-shaded. By
using only one surface type in the final expaimnt, I eliminated one variable in the
environment.
I used the second pretest to determine which views (2D.3D or both) should be presented to
user. By using only the best arrangemnt of views for the final experiment, I eliminated
another environmentalvariable.

I used the f a pretest to determine whether any bump types could be eliminated b m
consideration for the final experiarent m a further effort to reduce variables.

To reduce the number of variables in the experhmnt, I wanted to have only one swfice type
for rendering objects. This pretest was designed as an informal means of determining the best
surface type to use, both fiom a subjective and an objective point of view* The objective
measure of ' k t " was that d e s c n i previously in Section 4.1: fistest for editing without loss
of accuracyYThe three surEw types among which I had to choose were contours only,
wirefhm msh and flat-shaded. Due to performance limitations, I was unable to consider
such options as Gouraud-shaded or texture-mapped s u t k e s *

In this pretest, I was looking for a trend, rather than a rigorous result- Consequently, there
were only four subpcts, including myself. Each subject received three practice uials, all using
hill data sets.

This pretest had a fkctorial design, since both surface type and bunp type were manipulated.
For each of the three surface types, all of the four bunp types (spike, spine, ridge and hill) were
tested, resulting in a total of 3 x 4 = 12conditions. Two repetitions of each condition were
used for a total of 24 trials in this pretest. For the spine and hill data sets, default, simple and
complex slider settings were present in equal proportions.
Only the 3D interface, with no 2D display, was used for this experhmt.

Partifipgnt f-k

h m this ptetest served to uncover tbe buIk of the pmbkms with the

sum interfice. Particpaats f i , d that they often accidentally selected a point that was two
contours away from their current selection, especdly in wire*
and shaded moQw. This
caused them to lose their en& selection, as it was replaced with the newly-selected point.
These corrrnrents led to an aupntation of the interface, whereby selections made with the
< S W key depressed are restricted to a contours adjacent to any existing selectio~~.
Participants reported similar difl?cultk when re-sekcting a point to make it the prhary point
for motion. Lfan u~lselectedpoiat were accidentanychosen, t
kcurrent selection would be
lost. To reduce the occmnce of this problem, a second rcaturr was added to the inte-.
When set, the ''Reselect only" toggle restricts the points that can be picked to those that are
already selected. This assists in the selection of primary points.
Further participant fkdback led to the improvement ofthe ''Select on Contour" toggle.
Instead of restricting selection to points on the contour on which the last selection was made, I
changed the functionality so that when set. selectioncan occur only on the current, active
contour (see Seaion 3.5.2.3). This contour can be changed using thc arrow keys. It is
highlighted in red, thus providing a cue to the user as it is 'bved" through the @ W t . Now,
the "Select on contour" toggle makes it easy for the user to locate and select points on any
given contour by restricting the degrees of ikedorn inherent in the problem.

Participants experienced funher hstration when they selected a range of points, and ''mked"
the first point, ie., they started the range selection one point too early or one poiat too late, and
then dragged out the rest of the range. Because range selection was done by dragging the
mouse, there was no way to add or deselect a point h m the end of a range; the whole range
had to be selected agaia To remedy his. I added the ability to deselect the endpoint of a range
using the middle mouse button, and to select an additional point at the end of a range using
shift plus the left mouse button
Participants also pointed out the confixion faused by having the direction of range selection
fixed with respect to the object instead of the world. When the object was rotated 180degrees
about the y axis, the direction of range selection would reverse h m the user's point of view.
This inconsistencywas eliminated by adjusting thc diredion of selection according to the
current degree of rotation obtained h m the model transfoxmation illatrk. For later
experinxnts, the direction of rotation was always comter-clockwise on the screen as the user
moved the mouse to the right. Now, depending on the 3D rotation, the direction of range
selection in the 3D view may not always correspond with the direction in the 2D view. This
may cause problems if tbe user is selecting in one view while watching the other. On the other
hand, the discrepancy can provide som fiwdback as to the cunent 3D rotation.
A final detail of the interface was corrected at this point by having the interface window appear
in the same place on the screen for each triaL

Perhaps a more serious problem than those encountered with the interface involved tbe nature
of the data Some m t s found thenselves simply zooming in b m the default view, and
perfiorming no rotation of the h.
This made tbe cylindrical s u r f a a appear as a set of
concentric circles, and hare the points that f b d the deformation were hmxhtely obvious
(see Figure 4.1).

The arrangemat of the contours as a cylinder made the deformation into an ewrgent featun,
ie., a global property of the data not visible in isolation wc92].h other words, the bump
becacne apparent as soon as it was placed in close proximity to tbe other non-defod
contours. In addition, the human perceptual system is quite adept at perceiving circles and
detecting when a point lies slightly otfthe circle [Am6s]. Both of these gbbal professing and
feature detection phenomena tend to be pre-attentive and automatic. Thus, my choice of data
set produced an experkntai task that participants could perform with great ease and
accuracy: aligning points to match a ci&. Such a task fails to mimic the ambiguity of the real
world task of remving deformations tiom an artery surface.

I decided to modify the test data sets used in the experiments in case the effect of concentric
circles introduced a confounding variable into the study. I felt that simply quashing the
circular contours to form ellipses would not be sufiiciint to eliminate the effect. My next
thought was to change the surface !?oma cylinder to a Y-shaped tube. I still believed,
however, that this would still be prow to the sarne picfalls as a cylinder when viewed h m
certain angles.
The solution I impIemented was to make the tube into a spiral shape. In other words, the
contours are laid out along a spiral path rather than along the straight line axis of a cylinder. A
partial spiral added sufficient curvature to the surface so that there was no angle h m which
the user could line up the contours.

F
m62'Bendingthe cylinder into a spiral.

To further mitigate the effit, I used elliptical, ratber than circular contours. Figure 4.2
iIlustrates the d t h g surface. To create the new data, I warped my existing data sets with the
following equations:

'k' was chosen as 4 to sweep out '% of a circle and Y was chosen as 0.4 to stretch the unit
circle to an ellipse with a major axis of 2.8 (ie., 2 * 1.4), and a minor axis of 2.
Since all contours of the base surface are still identical under this mapping, the smooth, mgular
sbape of the surface is presecved This allows participants to easily identify irregularities and
recognise when they have been corrected.

In addition, because the data sets were warped after tbe deformations had been added, the
deformation exponent slider no longer performs a pafect inverse operation when the user aies
to eliminate the bump. Without this effect of the warping, the slider might be mre usefid in
the experimental situation than it would be in the real world. With the warping of the data,
however, tbe effktiveness of the slider is more realistic.
4 4 3 Results

Because there were so many changes to the interface as a result of the feedback h r n the first
group of participants, the experiment was repeated. Two k h participants in addition to one
participant h m the first version of the pretest p e r f o d the experiment with the new interface
and warped surfaces. I used the data gatbered duriDg this run of the experiment to determine
the mst effective surfaoe type to use in the rest of the experiments. I present the main results
in the tables below, but a full analysis can be found in Appendix D.

In the tables in this and the fobwing sections, the letters in the "Sigoificaot ditkrellce?''
column are used to indicate whetha or mtbe result in the second column (mean speed or
mean accuracy) is statist*allysigai6caat at the -05 signifkme level (ie*.a large value of F and
p < .O!5). Iftwo rows have the sam letters m tbe ''Signkiut difkrence" column,thw then is
no sigdicant diffkrence. whereas
marked with difkrent letters are signiscantly diflkrent.
For example, in the table below. we see that tbc hill bump type is marked with an "A," while
the ridge. s p k and spike bumps types are marked with a 'B!' This
that there was a
statistically significant difft:reace at the .05 level in speed between the hill and the rest of the
bump types (F= 6.84, p = 0.0005), but no significant dEerence in speed among th:other
bumpstypes*

Ihill 1
1 ridge 1
1 spike 1

169.12

1

96.58

(

1
80.37 1

37.98

1

33.46

142.89

1

B

1
1

18

1
1

B

1

18

1

A

18

Table 4-1:Mean speed for each kmp type

The first test I did on the data was a "sanity check" to see that it took longer to correct the
deformation the more points there were to move. This trend is indicated by the manspeeds in
Table 4.1. The spike (only one point displaced) was faster then the spine (single points along a
range ofcontours), which was in turn faster than the ridge (points along a single contour). The
most complex bump type, the hill (an area of points across multiple contours), was slowest of
all. Although the Merences are not statistically significant, it is likely that they would becorn
so with data h m more participants*

The mean speeds for each surfacetype in Table 4.2 show that participants were fastest with the
contour surface,and slowest with the shaded. These Merences were statistically nonsigndicant (F= 1.00,p = 0.37).although a larger sample size may have made the result more
pronounced.

Participants ~ u s l found
y the surface drawn with only contours to be the easiestto
manipulate, and p r e M it over the w h e w and shaded surfhas. They reported that they
were nnrh more willing to spend the tim to plaoe the pmts precisely with the contour
swfkce since that surtre type was much ics ktrating to use than the other two. In spite of
the extra care spent with the contour surf.stce, it stiU had the shortest associated m a n time.

1

0.6788

A

18

09962

0.9984

18

SP&

0.2696

0.2324

spike

0.0593

B
C
C

hill

1.7722

ridge

0.0742

18
18

u

To secure contideace in my data and my analysis process, I compared the accuracy for each
bump type as an additional check Recall h m Section 4.3.5 that accuracy is masured as the
total disphcernent of the points fkom the base surface, and thus a lower number means higher
accuracy. The units used to masure accuracy are the sarne as those used to measure the size
of the ellipses in the base cylinder, which had a major axis of 2.8 units and a minor axis of 2
units.
As one might expect, the mean accuracy data in Table 4.3 shows that there was a statistically
significant &rence in accuracy at thc .05 level between som of the bump types (F = 36.20,

p = 0.0001). Not surprisingly,accuracy, like sped, was best for the simpkt data type (the

spike) and worst for the most colaplur (the hill). The k t that fiuther sratisticalsignificance
emerges betweenthe various bump types when accuracy is measuced supports my previous
assumption that the results for speed differences between bump types would become more
significant with mre participants.

TaMe 4.4: Mean accuacy far each suface type

There was a statistically signiscant difference in accuracy at the .05 level with each of the three
different surf'ace types (F = 8.00, p = 0.0008). Accuracy was bighest with the contour surface
and lowest with the shaded s u r h . The rnean accuracy for each surface type is reported in
Table 4.4.

Users were West and most accurate with the contour sdace. These results were consistent
with participants' verbal fkedback, Contours only was fbund to be the easiest surEre type to
manipulate, and was prefaed by aI! subjects.
As a find check, I looked for an interaction between the bump type and the surface type to
ensure that the contour surface did in fact globally produce higher accuracy. I found no
tendency toward such an intuxtion (for accuracy, F= 1.74, p = 0.13, and for speed F = 1.40,
p =0.23). Thus,the contour surfaa was used for all subsequent pretests and experiments.
This also &wed more direct complvisons between the SLICEi n t e b and the IDEAS
interface, which uses only contours to display the surfaoe for editing.

In the finalexperiment, I am interested in comparing editing in 2D and 3D. When editing in a
2D envimmnt, however, the presence or absence of a 3D view may affect the user's
pedormance (and likewise when editing in 3D). To avoid testing all combinations of 2D and
3D views in the fW experiment, I used a pretest to determine whether in k t an additional
view was he1pfb.Ito the user.
45.1 Experimental Desian

Since I was again looking only for a tread, only four subjects in addition to mselfand the
other expert user performed this pretest. I ran it in two separate sessions. One session
compared editing in 2D using only the 2D display with editing in 2D using an additional 3D
display for surface viewing only. The other session made the equivalent comparison for editing
in 3D, comparing performance with and without an additional 2D display for viewing only.
Each subject ~ceivedthree practice trials and sixteen actual trials in each session
This pretest had a single variabk design: the editing enviromnt was the independent variable
manipulated. For bothof the editing environments (ie.. with and without an additional view),
all of the four bump types (spike, spine, ridge and hill) were tested, resulting in a total of
2 * 4 = 8 conditions. Two repetitions of each condition were used for a total of 16 triaIs in this
pretest. As in the surface type pretest, default, simple and complex spine and bill data sets were
present in equal proportions.

When both displays were present, the user was able to diflkrentiate between the display for
editing and the display for viewing by the background colour. The display for editing had a
black background, whereas the display for viewing only was grey.
45.2 Participant Feedback

As expected, participants found the 3D view more difficult to use than the 2D view. They
reported that since they found the 2D view easier to use, they felt more inclined to take extra

care with aawacy when they were using it. In a d world seed, however, one can
assum that users would be nwe mtivatedto be precise inwhickva view they were using.

I added the instruction to tbe Peaicipants to stress accuracy over speed as a result of the
f-k
fiom this pretest. I hoped that it would urge users to take as much care with
accuracy in 3D as in 2D. W
i
t
h this instruction, I now hoped to measure dittkrences in
effectivenessoft
k in-,
rather than in motivatiDn The fsa that users prefix to work iu
2D.however, is M y a tehg sign thatthe 3D hte*
is arduous to use.
After this pretest, I uncovered another problem with my data sets unnlated to the use of
additional views. From participants' reports, I found that it was still to easy to remve the
deformations h m the cylinders by performing the inverse process to their creation. If a
participant happened upon the right group of points, he could smooth out the bump perfectly in
a single movemnt. Since this is unrealistic in terms of the real data, I introduced some random
jitter into the points according to the following equation:

m a circle to an ellipse, I jittered a random point on each
bump by a smaU, random amount within a certain range. The e f f i of this was such that if the

M e r the points had been stretched h

participant did select and move the right group of points (ie.. the sam ones that had been
moved in tbe creation of the deformation),the points would not fa11 exactly into place. Some
funher fie-tuniog of single points would be required to smooth the surEre properly. This
effkct better reflected interaction with actual artery data.

I used the data fiom this pretest to determine whether or not an additional view should be
present in the interface for the finalexpe-nt.
S b I wanted to use the same interface for all
trials of the final experiment, I did not differentiatebetween bump types in the data A single
factor ANOVA was performed on both tbe 2D and 3D data to find out whether an additional
view was useful over all data types. Once again, I present the main results in the tabIes below,
with a IhIIanalysis in Appendix D.

TaMe 4.5: Speed for editing in !he 20 views.

The presence of the 3D view wben editing in 2D hadno statisticallysignificant impact on
participants' speed (F=0.093. p =0-76). -ugh
the speed with the 3D view w;s slightly
higher than without it (Table 4.5). It does scanteasonabfe thata user would be slower with
the additional 3D view sioce it provides extra information to process.

When editing in JD,the presence of the 2D view had a statisticallywn-significant effect on
speed (F= 0.079, p = 0.78). As in the 2D session, the mean speed with the additional view
was slightly greater than without it Vable 4.6)- h m verbal =ports b m the participants, it
seems that the 2D view was used to aid with precision. The extra effort that participants made
to be precise when the 2 0 view was present may have slowed them slightly.

Viwtype
..
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--

-

Mean
Standard
~- % F-Y- . ? . deviation

No.of

Significant
difErence?

repetitions

2D only

0.344 1

0.4106

A

46

2D with 3D

0.3049

0.4038

A

46

view
Table 4.7: Aawncy achievedwith the 20 views.

Table 4.7 reports the mean accuracy for editing in 2D with and without the additional 3D view.
When editing in the 2D view, thcre was no statistically significant difference in accuracy with
the presence of the 3D view (F = 0.21. p =0.64). The 3D view did not seem to provide the
kind of information that assisted users with precise point adjustments, since there was no
significant inproveraent in accuracy with its presence. There was also no decrease in accuracy,
however, since the 3D view provides additional information to complement the 2D view.

Table 4.8: Accuracy achieved with the 30 views.

As anticipated h m the verbal Cadback, accuracy was slightly better when the 2D view was
present when editing in 3D (Tabk 4.8). although this result was also statWMy wn-@Scant
(F= 1-56,p =0.21). Users coasbtentfy=ported that tbe 2D view belped tbem to be mm
precise. This may be because the 2D view is, by construction,paraDel to the pkne of the
contour. By the nature ofthe 3D view, the contour bemg edited is often rotated so that it is no
longer parallel to the viewing planc.

There was a wide variatEon between participants m tems of which view combinations were
most usefuL S o m subjeds never used the extra view; otbas some used it extensively. Those
participants who used the extra view were adamant about the need for its inclusion. Aside
h m the one paaicipaut who f o d the extra view distracting, those who did not use it were
generally uaconcezned about its presence. Thus, participants faund the extra view helpful at
best. and redundant but harmless at worst. It provided additional intiormation for those who
wanted it, and was ignored by those who didn't The interface was t h a e f o ~
constructed with
the additional view for all subsequent experiments.

At the outset of my inquiry into 2D and 3D environments for surface editing, I expected that
users would perform better in a 2D envirooment for tasks of a 2D nature. In other words,
where the deformation was restricted to a single contour, users would do better correcting it in
a strictly 2D enviromtlt. My bope was that a 3D environmnt would be better for editing
deformations that were 3D in nature, ie., spanning multiple contours. With this pretest. I thus
wished to eliolioate the spike and ridge deformations as conditions for the final experhat
since they affect only a single contour. If participants perform better in 2D for these types of
defomtions, then only spine and hill data wed be tested in the final experiment.

Instead of rwning more participants through an experiment, tbe data used to detemine
whether the spike and ridge could be eliminated &om the final experiment were taken from the
additional view pretest, and sitnply analystxi differently. Only the data h m t
k sessions with
both views present were considered (ie.. sessions k i n g 2D editing with a 3D view and 3D
editing with a 2D view). For each of these two enviroamnts, all four bump types had been
tested, and two repetitions had been made of each condition, resulting in 16 trials per
participant (4 x 2 x 2 = 16). Six participants had p e r f o d the pretest. This meant that there
were 96 data points in total, consisting of 24 for each bump type, with half h m each
environment. For this pretest, each of these groups of24 data points was analysed separately
using enviromnt type, ie., 2D versus 3D,as the independent variable.

EXPERIMENTS

The following tables present the main radts, with a complete analysk in Appendix D. The
conditions aDalysed in thPF pretest were tbe sum as those used m the final expetiment, so I
could look at trends to anticipate the results of the final experinrent. Tb:spine and hill data did
not produce any
si-t
xesults with only tbt snail number ofpenicipants used
in the pretest, however, and so mrit further study with more people in the fmal experiment.

Table 4.9: Mean aecuacy Ibspine &farmation.

The means reported in Tables 4.9 and 4.10 revealno statistically sigdkmt difference in speed
or accuracy for spine deformations (for speed F = 0.18 and p = 0.68, and for accuracy,
F = 0.29 and p = 0.59). Participants were a little slower and a little less accurate in 3D.
Further study with more participants in the finalexperiment will show whether or not this trend
is significant.

Table 4.1 I:
Mean accvacy for hill defarmatian.

As illustratedbyTables4.11and4L12,thesamctrrndinspabdoccuLtedforbilldataasforthe
spine data, ie., patk@mtswen s
l
i
m faster in 2D than m 3D. Accuracy, however was
slightly better in 3D. Neither result was statistically signilkant (for speed, F =0.31, and
p = 0.58. and for aawacy,F = 0.017and p = 0.90). Again, this mrits further study with more
participants.

TaMe 4.14: Mean speed Ikspike defkmation.

Table 4.13 shows that there was no signikant Werence in accuracy between 2D and 3D
(F= 0.23. p = 0.64)for the spike data. As predicted, however, participants were significantly
faster at the -05level in 2D than in 3D (F= 6.61, p =0.02). According to the definition of
' k t " firom Section 4.2, this mans that 2D is the best environmnt for remving spike
deformations.

Table 4.15: Mean accuaGy for ridge deformation,

Just as the spike data comy predictions about 2D being a better enviromnt for
editing 2D deformations, so did the ridge data. Table 4.15 presents the nrao accuracy for the
two environments; tbere was no s i g d b n t &reme between them (F= 0.90,p = 0.35). The
mean speeds in Table 4.16, however, show that partkipants were again significantly faster at
the .05 level at editing in 2D (F = 9.56, p =0.006).
Spikes aml ridges were eliminated b m consideration m the final experiment, leaving only spine
and hill data sets to be tested. This cut the number of expedmeatal conditions in haf. aIlowbg
more relevant data to be gatheredduring the Iimited duration of the h a l expe-nt.

Once a sound experimMtal enviromnt was established, I was ready to test for my main
result. This e x p e h n t was used to determine whether a 2D environment or a 3D
enviromnt was better for editing deformations of a 3D nature, aamely spine and hill data sets.

The finalexpetiment was conducted over a period of one week Each participant was brought
into a small, quiet room to perform the experioY:nt alone on the room's single workstation.
Each session lasted approximatelyone hour, and consisted of three practice trials, twelve real
trials, and a short questionnaire.

There were an equal number of trials for the 2D and 3D environmnts, and an equal number of
spine and hill data sets, distributed evenly over the two environments. In order that the
participants could finish the triaJs in about half an hour, three reptitions of each condition were
included, since a trialtakes approximately two minutes to complete (2 x 2 x 3 = 12). An equal
number of data sets had bumps and hollows, and equal numbers were constructed using simple,
default and complex slider settings.

In the first practice trial,the participant was 6ree to edit in both the 2D and the 3D windows so
that he could try everything in the instructions. The second two practice hials were presented
in random order. One &wed editing only in 2D and the other allowedediting only in 3D.

The same data sets were presented to all of the participants, but each participant received them
in a different randomorder.

I present the main results in the tables and charts below. A complete statistical analysis can be
found in Appendix D. Spine and hill data were grouped together m this experiment, and a
single variable ANOVA was used to test for difkences in the mean speed and accuracy between
2D and 3D.

hthetirst~~eWtbe@~wesbtoeditiabothtk2Dandthe3Dwindows

so that he could try evaytbiagin tbe instn~ccions.The second two practice aials we=
presented in randomada. One allowed editing only in 2D and the other allowed editing
only in 3D.
The same data sets were presented to a l l of the participants, but each participant received
tbem in a d i f f i t random or&.

I present the main rrsults in the tables and c b below. A compete statistical analysis can
be found in Appeadix D. Spine and bindata wete grouped together in this experiment, and
a single vaciabk ANOVA was used to test for diffkmas in the mean speed and accuracy
between 2D and 3D.

Figure 4.3 complus the mtanaccuracy fbr the 2D a d 3D e n ~ ~(iidicated
t s by red
qu8ces). The)ellowsqurusmackolleslaadard&viationaway~themeaaTbereis
vedy little ditkrsnce in the means between the two envhmmnts.

Indeed, the means in Tabk 4.17 show no statisticaUy significant difference in accuracy
b
m the two environments (F= 0.073, p =0.79). 'Ibis bodes well for the viability of a
3D intdaoe because it shows that usas are able to be equally precise using either 2D or 3D
for editing.

A glance at Figure 4.4 shows tbat the performanceof the 3D interface suffixed with respect
to its speed component The manspeed for 3D is noticeably slower than for 2D, with a
widetspeadofdrdata
-
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Table 4.18.

2D
3D

in speed

118.44

62.33

A

94

149.60

100.97

B

%

.

sbitistidy significant (F =6.52,p = O.O12), as illustrmxi in

To h e r uaderstand why participants might be so much slowerat & t i ~ g in 3D cbaa in 2D.
Ilooked at a bteakdown of how they spar their tim in each enviroamerrt

In Figure 45, all segments nprrseata perceatageofthe total time editing in each
envin,tl~~zent.
The burgundy b a d iadicates time spent observiag. 'Ibis measllred time p t
either simply looking at the scleea, a pehanbgactions such as picking points in
pqamtion hediting. The yeilow band shows tim spend m viewing tbe surface,which
inciuded time p t lotatin& translating a zooming the view. tinany, the blue band shows
the tim spent Illani@g,
0racaLany moving, the points.

3D actually c a m 6mm tbe hill data, with the spine data showing the same trend wahout a
statistically significaat di&~~:ll~e.

The last fador I investigated was the e f k t of previousexperience with 3D graphics on
performance. By chime, participants were evenly distributedinto threecategories of
experience according to a selfkpofted kvel of expe!rience obtained h m thc questionnaire
administered at thc end ofthe experinrent. Five participants were d e e d novice users, having
never used a 3D graphics package before. Sk participants were intermediate users with limited
experience with 3D graphics, such as taking a hurtbyear university computer graphics course.
The other five partic,ipants were experts conducting fd-tbm research related to 3D graphics.
While both novice and expert user groups performed with similar speed aud accuracy in 2D
and 3D, internrediate users were less accurate and slower in 3D than in 2D.

Table 4-19: The effectof experha with 30 gapClii an performance.

The mean speeds reported in Table 4.19 reveal that all users were faster in 2D than in 3D. In
fxt, however, this d & ~ ~ n cise only significant for the intermediate level participants (F= 7.23,
p = 0.009).

-

-

Table 4.20: Accvacy in 30 versus experience.

It should also be noted that there was no sigoiscant difference in accuracy between the groups
(F = 0.26,p = 0.77). In k t , the intendkite users we= slightly les accurate than the expert
users, although slightly better than the novices (T'able 4.20). This waos that tbe Rduced
speed for the intermediate users cannot be accounted for by an increase in precision. The only
theory I can offer for this result is that the novices were fmer in 3D than the intermediate users
because they were less precise, and that the intemwliate users were slower than the experts as
a result of their lack of experience. This suggests that previous experience with 3D graphics

docs improve perfbmmce with SUSS
3D edamg interface. It does aot show, however,that
prior experience with 3D graphics narrows the gap between paformaace in 2D and 3D with
SLICE.

In addition to the participants in the final experiment, two expert users, including myseE used
the SLICEinterfaa extensively. As is suggestedby the results with general experience in 3D
graphics, prior experience with SLICE improvedpedbfl~lilll~e
with that intedke. This was true
for both 2D and 3D,however, a d expert usus were stdl much faster at 2D than at 3D,with
similaraccuracy in both envkomnts.

In addition to the quantitative results I obtained h m the 2D and 3D trials, I gathered some
subjective data through a questionnaire that was filled out by participants upon completion of
the uials. The text of questioappears in Appendix E dong with a complete adysis of
the results h mevery question. Here, I will report only on the overall resuhs and significant
findings.
For each viewing, point selection and point movenrent task, the q u e s t i o asked
~
participants whether they found 2D or 3D more enjoyable, easiest to use and most effective for
that task. Users could also indicate no preference by marking a category designated "EquaL"
The questionnaire asked about viewing the bump, viewing the tube as a whole, and selecting
and moving single points, ranges of points and areas of points.

The final question asked for the users overall preference between 2D and 3D. In this case, no
6EquaP'category was provided. In two cases, participants chose to create their own ''Equal?'
category. Figure 4.6 below shows the results.
Overall preferences

Mast errjayaMe
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Most effecthre
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F m4-6: Overall environmentpeferences.

2D was cleady p f d by lrsas as the most
easiest to use a d most effective ,
interfkce. Some pticipaats even toki mc that given a chaace, they would have pedouned
the entire e x p b e n t using the 2D enviroMlcnt. L the questionnaire molts, 3D came out
ahead in a[l categories for viewing the object as a whole. Ibis is not surprising9as I
armmed from the start tbat 3D was beater tban 2D f
athe hevispalisation of entire objects.
3D also won out o v a 2D for moving ranges of points on mpltiple adjacent contours. This
does not maelate with the quantitativeresults, but it is interesting that usesperceived 3D to
be a better en-t
for tbat task 'Ibis leads me to believe that it might have been
&tails of the inteztace's impkmentation, rather than the fact of editing in 3D mat led to the
with 3D. At the very least, t h e seems to be some role for 3D in this
slower
type of editing process.

m y , 3D was perceived as mcne effiixtive than 2D fix selecting ranges of points on
multiple adjacent contours. h teams of the mce enjoyable and easy to use interf8ce, 2D and
3D wae faidy e d y m b e d For evay 0 t h interaction task.2D was chosen as the better
inCerfhce9heace the o d results.
The other iorasbing nsult to emerge dtom the questionnajR was in response to a question I
posed about the interaction between the 2D atad 3D views. I added this question as a mult
of observiag the way in which I used the
views myself. Figure 4.7 ceports the results
of asking whdba or aot participants watched we view while moving points in the other.

People also watched the 3D view while editing in ZD,aWlough this occuned less oftea
Participantssaid chat the 3D view provided them with som amtext ta sue how the change
tbeyweremalriagtoa~cPhr~~~ltour~elaDed~rhead~t~~~ltr)ur~,dthesorEaQas
a whole.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
At the outset of this study,I predicted that 2D would be better than 3D for editing
deformations of a 2D nature, specifidly spikes and ridges. That prediction was borne out by
my experinmtal~ s u l t s .I bad also hoped, however, that 3D would be a superiorto 2D as an
editing environment fbr correcting deformations of a 3D
m l y sphrs and hills. The
2D nature of the data, however, had a stronger efkct than the 3D nature of the deformation.
In spite of, ad perhaps because of, t
k therent constraints in the surfaces that CeStfiCted point
motion to a plane, paaici~pantswe= W e r at editing in 2D for all types of defbrmations, while
maintaining a consistent accuracy between 2D and 3D.
In determining the applicability of these results to the real worId, I must assess how well they
generalise to the target setting: the UWT project. There are a two key differences between the
data created for thr? experhnts and actual artery datasets. F i t , the points on the actual
datasets are much closer together than the points on the hand-generated data used in the
experimnt. This should wt have a sigdicant impact oa the ZESUltS, however, since the click
and drag range selection interface (see Section 3.5.2.2) was desigaed with the tightly-spaced
points of actual artery data in mind. Second, the experimentaldata contained no branches,
which are key elements of the data being studied in the UWT project. Whether or not this
impacts the results depends on where the actekts in the scanned data are located.
Unfortunately,I have W e information on either the shape or the Iocation of the deformations.
As far as the shape is conceme-d, the experimentaldata covered d of the basii types of bumps
and hollows possible, aod the sudace itself is similar in shape and curvature to actual artery
data
Since the experkmntal envinllnmmt that I used probably represented a reasonable inter& for
a general contowediting application ruMing on low-end hardware (ie., systems using a
monitor and mouse as opposed to a stereoscopic display and 3D input device), one might
conclude that editing of surfaoes reconstructed &om contours should be performed in a strictly
2D environment. Participant feedback, however, revealed that each environment had its
strengths and weaknews. 2D ww clearIy best for precise movement of points. Thc 3D view
did have its place in the interaction process too, however, and was found to be best for tasks
that dealt with the surface in a more gbbd way.

Because the 3D view allowed usus to see the surface as a whole, it afforded an easy way to
locate a deformation and determine its magnitude. In addition, 3D provided a context in which
to evaluate the deformation. One contour could be compared to the next to determine how
changes to it would affect the global shape of the sur!ke.

During the experiment, participants were restricted to editing in only one of the 2D or 3D
environtnents, and using the other just for viewing. When the expert users of the interface had
both views available for editing, however, they found it natural to use the 2D and 3D views in
conjunction. An effective editing procedure was to use the 3D environment to locate and

select a contour for editing, and the 2D environment to actually move the points. Furthermore,
coarse chaoges could be made in 3D before proaedipg to 2D for floe-tuning.

Further studies on usingtbe two views in concert are warranted- In determining what features
to include in the finalS U inter*,
~
it would be interesting to investigate in mm detail for
which tasks each of* two e n v i r o ~ n t (2D
s and 3D) is best suited. At the very least,
however, it seem that an interface for editing surfaces h m contours should provide a 3D
envirommnt for viewing the entire surfice, and selecting individual contours for editing in a 2D
environment.
When considering the slower perfbmauce resuIts m 3D,one must ask how much impact the
particular implementation of the interface had on tbe outconr. I 6x1that the nmlt was strong
enough that ahhough improvements to the 3D interfh might m w the performance gap
between 2D and 3D, 2D will always outpedorm 3D for editing surfafes fec~nstructedb m
contours. It wouM be instructive to test this with further studies. These could investigate such
factors as better rendering techniques, new interface styles, automatic feature detection and
using improved hardware.
It might be informative to rehx the hardware restrictions imposed by the UWT p w t to test
whether better rendering techniques make 3D editing a more viable optioa Texture maps
could be added to the flat-shaded surfaces to provide better depth cues. Introducing a better
shading model such as Phong or Gouraud shading (see Foley and vanDam for a discussion of
these shading mthods [FoMJ) might also enhaace depth cues, thereby improving the 3D
environment. Tramlucent shading of the surfkes might provide an effwtive mans of
displaying the contours and the shape of the surface simultaneously which might also give 3D

an edge.
It would be also be interesting to combine the cumnt SUE style of 3D interface with a
traditioaal constraint-based tool like a handle widget wou92, Con92, Str921 that emphasised
the inherent p h constraint of the surfice data
Breaking away h m the current iaterfkce p d g m , future work could incorporate some
automatic prooessing of the data into the interfkce. Either the program could have som
intelligence built in to detect anomalous f m , or the intelligenceto correct such anomalies.
Because of the distinction between artefaas in the data and actual fbtwes, some human
intervention in the editing process is always likely to be quind For the auto-corntion of
defects, the user could select the points that form comprise the defect, and have the program fit
a curve or c w e s to remabring points on the contours. It could then till in a new c w e
s e p n t for the selected area to match the fitted curves, thus smoothing out the bump or
hollow. The user could then accept that as the hlsurface, or intervene with fhther manual
editing.

Fially, an entirely CIifErent tack could be taken in fitme research. Instead of attempting to
make the mapping problem less troublesome in the 3D interface, inproved hardware could be
used to bypass it altogether. Surface editing experiments could be conducted using
stereoscopic views and bats (3Dmice).

Co~ctusro~s
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Pursuing one or more ofthese avenues definitely merits some attention. I thiuk it is significant
that users perceived tbe 3D enviroaarent to bt better than 2D for selecting and moving pomts
that spanmd mrltple contom, even though this was not reflected in the quantitative results
The intuitive prektence for 3D inthis situation leads m to believe that it is worth contiauiag
the search for a naturaland effective interfke for editing surEaces ina 3D environment.

Appendix A3 Design Space
The following is a desaiption of the design space of possibilities I considered in the creation of
the sum imer6a. I present d y the most basic tasks,n a d y selection, rotation, tramlation,
deletion, insertion. Further details depend on the particular irnplemntation chosen. For each
task, I give an application-independenttin of possible impkmentations.

Select
In order to add, delete or move an object, a position must first be selected. Points, contours
and entire surfaoes m y be selected, singly or in groupsPossible implementations include the following:

Rubber-band a volume around the desired ob@t or o b m ia a 3D view.
Rubber-band an area around tbe desired object or objects in a 2 0 view.

Press a muse button (single or double click) while the locator is over the obpct to
be selected. Ifthis selection is ambiguous, then have the user cycle through the
possibiIlities until the desired choice is reached. For a range of objects, hold down
the cShifb key1 while making selections after the first. The mouse may be pressed
for each new selection. or simply dragged to select neighborn in a direction
corresponding to the mouse motion.
To select a range of objects around an already selected focal object, a slider, dial,
or text entry (specifyiag the number of affected points) could be used to select
neighbows in a radial or axial direction fiom the focus.

Click on the end objects of a range to select all objects in between.
Interactively drag two lines to intersect them over the desired obpft in a 2D or 3D
view of the surface; each line has one degree of M o m for movement in a 2D
view, or two degrees of M o m in 3D.

Define a pknar boundary in 3D,such as a rectangle or ellipse, and
1. select aU objects that lie within its projection on som surface, or
2. use it to divide an ob&t into two pans, selecting only those parts that lie
on one side of the bounding plane and within its confines.

Using the spacebar, arrow keys, muse buttons or a button widget, cycle through
all objects marking tbe desired ones by mans ofa muse or key press.
Choose a namdob@t using a text entry, scrolled list, or radio buttons (check

boxes for multiple objects).

Some viewing tasks,d possibly s o m : editingtasks, q u i r e rotation. Tht user must be able
to rotate the entire surfaa in order to view it h r n&rent angles. Ia addition, ifplanar
boundaries are used, they must be rotated to the correct orientation for tasks such as specaying
a cutting pknt and defining an area ofeflkt.

Possible implementations include the fol!owing :

Use a slider or dial for rotation about each of tbe three coordinate axes.
Use a slider or dial for each of pitch, yaw and roll.
Use trackball rotation while a mouse button is held down, or while in a "rotate
mode".

Each of the three mouse buttons is mapped to rotation about one of the coordinate
axes. Either or both of mouse x and mouse y motion while the button is held down
produces rotation about the correspondiug axis.

Use a text entry to specify an angle of rotation about each axis.

Use graphical handles on the object with which to rotate it about each axis.

Both scrolling and zooming of the view require hadation of the viewpoint. In the 2D view,
the zoom effit is created by scaling the cross-section.An translation of the view is constrained
to a plane. Scrolling occurs paralle1 to the xy plane. Zooming is fuaber constrained to a single
axis (2).
Points, contours and planar boundaries can also be translated. The ody translation task for
which there are three degrees of M o m is that of moving a planar boundary in 3 - s p a Like
the view, translation of points and contours is constrained to a planc As a result. the same
object motion to muse mtion mappings for translation of points and contours can be used in
either a 2D or a 31)view.
Possible implementations include the following:

Use a slider or dial for translation paralkl to each coordinate axis.

Use text entry for amount of tcamktion parallel to each coordinate axis.

Use text to enter coordinatesof a new position in space. (Besides not being
intuitEve, this method makes it difikult for tbe user to keep the point in an arbitrary
plane in 3-space).

Map the motion of the objea in a single directionto eaher or both of muse x and
m u s e y mtion while one of tbe mouse buttons is held down, or while in a "Move
mode".

Map the motion of the ob&t in two perpendicular directions to mouse x or mouse
y motion while a button is held down. One button maps to object motion in one
direction and the other button maps to ob+t motion in the orthogonal direction.

Map the motion of the o b w in two orthogonal directions to mouse x and mouse y
motion respectively, while a button is held down, or while in a mode.

Indicate the new location for an object by intersecting two lines at the desired point
in a 2D or 3D view. Each line has one degree offkedom for movement in a 2D
view, or two degrees of hxdorn in 3D.

Use the arrow keys to move the object in 2D, or in the plane to which it is
constrained in 3D.

Move ob&ts as a function of the motion of another specitic object (for example
move a range of selected points as a hnction of the motion of one of the points).
Use graphical handles on the ob@t with which to translate it in each direction.
All ofthe above methods can be used ina 2D or a 3D view

Insert
Points may need to be inserted on a sparsely populated contour in order to facilitate fine
adjustments to its shape. Contours must always be planar, so insertion of a point is restricted
to the plane of the contour to which it is being added. When inserting in 3D,a grid
representing the plaae of the contour may be used to provide feedback to the user for
positioning. Since contours are eve@ spaced in the input data, contour insertion will not be
permitted,
Possible implementationsinclude the following:

Click on the location for the new point with the mouse. This may be done in a 2D
view, or in a 3D view where position is constrained to a plane.

Use text entry to specw the location of the new point. This may be done in 2D or
3D.

Use the arrow keys or sliders to m v e a marker around in 2D or 3D constrained to
a plane. A button widget, key press or m u s e press indicates when the marker has
reached the desired W o n for the new point.
Iodicate the new location for an object by intersecting two liws at the d e s i i point
in a 2D or 3D view. Each line has one degree of liedom for movemmt in a 2D
view, or two degrees of Worn in 3D.

Points, contours and surfaces may be deleted. If deletion is implemented as an operation on a
selected item, then all of these cases would be bandled in the sam way. On the other hand, if it
is imp1emnted as a mode, then deletion would work just as select (which could be another
mode).
Feedback to the user to indicate delete mode could be a cursor change to, for example, the
standard skull and crossbones cursor.

An undo feature!, which could be provided for all editing operations, is especially desirable for
'delete' since it has potentially destmctive consequences. Another option, which could be
combined with 'undo', is for the delete operation to request confinnation h m the user.
Possible irnp1ementations include the following:
Apply delete as an operation.

Drag an item to an icon. Thiscould only be used for surfaces since other objects
Iilce points and contous are attached.

Apply Operation
Operations that do not require the user to specify any parameters, or for which sufkiint
information has already been provided, may be applied with a single action. Such operations
include deleting selected objects, tunring offfront-king polygons, or undoing the previous
action.

Possible imple~llentationsinclude the following:

Press a button widget to paformthe operation
Press a key to perform the operation.
Select a menu item to perform the operation.

Doubleclick the mouse to perform the operation.

Appendix 6: Sample Data Files
Accuracy is based on matching tbe shape of the base cylinder, rather than matching
corresponding points. Thus,accuracy is measuredby determining the distance h m each point
on the pejpant's hal surface to thc corresponding circle on the bgse cylinder. T k file
abc.accuracy.infb contains a numbered label for each p i n t beside its distance: h r n the "true"
circle. The ibt of pomts for each section begins with numbered section kbeL Each aial is also
demarc7ated with a label.
Each user interaction event was morded with a timstamp. The file abc.event.infb contains
this information. This file records the M E of the data set for each trial, along with descriptive
details about the type of surfke it contains, a new vial demarcation, the view type for the trial
(ie., 2D or 3D),and an entry for each event. The srart time, end time and duration of each
event is recorded, along with a textual description of the event, such as "move point." The
event is recorded when it ends. There are two types of events. S o m events are single
operations, such as picking a point. These are deemed to occur while the participant is
observing. The sefond type of event measures the tinr: spent in different modes, including
observing. The single events that occur during observation are indented in the file. By
convention, they all have the same start time as the "parent" observation event during which
they occur. Their end times mark when they finish, and the duration measures the amount of
time since the beginning of the observation event. Other events, such as "rotate" or "move
point," are treated equivalently to "obse~ve", and have their start, end and duration times
recorded upon completion. At the end of each trial, t k total elapsed tim,total view time,
total manipulation tirn: and total observation tim are recorded. The SLICE program keeps
track of these with internal counters. Total view time includes aJl tim for rotation of the
cylinder, and translation and zooming of tbe view. Total manipulation tim includes all time
that the participant spent moving points. Total observation time encompasses the rest of the
tim when the user was simply observing the data, making decisions about what points to
move, se1ecting or deselecting points, cbaaging the current sucE with tbe arrow keys etc. The
total elapsed tinr: is simply the sum ofthe total viewing, manipulation and observation times.

T i i g was done within the sum program using calls to the C library function
gett-of day ( ) . Timestamps were recorded for events by getting the c u m t clock tiole
with this W o n . T i g was done in mi0iseconds. I did not worry about the time taken to
write to record the events in the tiles since this time is negligible in terns of the elapsed times of
roughly two minutes per trial.

The £ile abc.event.data contains exactly the same information as abc.event.info, but in a form
that is less human-readable, and easier to process with a C program The event descriptions
are replaced with numerical codes.

In case it becam important to study the movement of individual points, and not just their final
position, information was ncorded each time points were moved The £ile abc.move.info
contains the data set used for each trial, and a new trial demarcation. For each trial, the points

that were moved are listed one per line* A blank line separates each group of points that was
moved. The start of the loe is tbe word Single (if tbe pomt was mved alone). Range (if tbe
point was mmd as part of a range; this is secondary mtion), Primcrry (if the point was the
primary one mved by t
k user wben m~vinga range, or rmltiple ranges) or Mult-rage (if
the point was moved as part of a group of ranges; this is secondary motion). The next item on
the line indicates tbe context, ie., whether the move occurred in 2D or in 3D. The section

numberaodpointnumberfolbwthis. F~,tl~tbtthatthatpopohnm~vedsinceitslast
position is recorded. This data was not used in the final analysis.

The following are samples b m the data files gathered during the running ofa aial:

New trial:
Accuracy-

section 5:
point 0: distance: 0.000000
point I: distance: 0.018504
point Zdistance: 4.017115
point 3: distance: 4.025646
point 4: distanae: 1.850630
point 5: distance 2948860
point 6:distamx 2391859
point 7:distance: 1 151355
point 8: distane: 0.000000
point 9: distanoe: 0 . 0
point 10: distance: 0.000000
point 11:distance: 0.000000
point 12: distana: 0.000000
point 13: distance: 0.000000
paint 14: distana:0.000000
point 1s: distanoc:0.000000
point 16: distance:0.000000
point 17: distance: 0.000000
point 18: distanct:0.000000
point 19: distance: 0.000000
paint U):distance: 0.000M10
point 21:distance: 0.000000
point 22: distanct: 0.000000

-

point 23:distance: 0.000000
point 24: distance: 0.000000

New aiaI:
data Cyp 4

subtype3
view type 3
start tirm:

enter 3D:3D
obscrvt: 3D

rotate: 3D

(---I
range selea: 3D
arrow badc 3D
valid mouse pi& 3D
observe: 3D

L-1
observe: 3D
adjust def exp: 3D

enter 3D:3D
rouse pi& pri3D
observe 3D
move mu1ti range: 3D
mouse deselect 3D
mouse deselea: 3D
observe: 3D
rotate: 3D
mouse pick primary: 3D

mouse desclea 3D
mouse deselect 3D
mouse deselca: 3D

valid mouse pi& 3D
obsem: 3D

move point: 3D
arrow fwd:3D
vdid mouse pi& 3D
observe: 3D
move point: 3D

L.1
valid mouse pi& 3D
invalid mwse pidc 3D
invalid mouse pi& 3D
valid rousepi& 3 0

(..-I
observe: 3D
move point: 3D
arrow fwd-3D
arrow f d : 3D

End trial:
Total elapsed time 191.a5037
Total view time 20.934568
T 'manip time 60365459
Total obsem time 110349399

amtext 2 sed*cm: 4 point 12: dist momk 1.028524

amtat: 2 sedan: 5 point 3: dist moved: 0.410723
context 2section: 5 point 4: dist moved: 0.240950
context 2 section: 5 point 2: dist moved: 0.163566
context: 2 sedan: 5 point 3: dist moved:0.286301
amtext: 2 secth: 5 point 4: dist moved:0.21 16M
amtext 2 Sectjm: 5 point 5: dist moved:0.064857

amtext 2 Sectjon: 5 point 2: dist moved: 0.044W
context 2
5 point 3: dist moved: 0.047716
context 2 section: 5 point 4:dist moved: 0.018846
amtext: 2 Section: 5 point 5: dist moved:0.002399
context: 2 section: 5 point 1: dist moved: 0.000000
context: 2 section: 5 point 2 dist moved: 0.187020
context: 2 section: 5 point 1: dist moved: 0.291178
context: 2 section: 5 point 3: dist moved:0.000000

context:2section: 5 point 4: dist moved:0.040100
context: 2 section: 5 point 3: dist moved: 0.062624
context: 2 section: 5 point 5: dist moved: 0.03 1894

context:2 &on: 5 point 7: &st moved: 0.214153
amtext 2 section:5 point 6: dist moved= 0.699068
context: 2 d o n : 5 point 5: dist moved: 0.945488
context:2 section: 5 point 4:disc moved: 0.541 113
context 2 section: 4point 16:dist moved: 0.8573 17
contcxc 2 &on: 4 point 15: dist moved: 2798349
Primary
context 2section: 4point 14:dist moved: 3.781932
Multi-range context:2 section:4 point 13: dist moved: 2.166448
Multi-range
Multi-range
Multi-range
Multi-range
Multi-range
MuIti-range

By e x p e n t
By exponent
By exponent
By exponent

context: 2 section:5 point 7: disc m o d 0.856610
amtext 2 section: 5 point 6: dist moved: 2.796271
context:2 section: 5 point 5: dist moved:3.781953

amtext 2 section:5 point 4: dist moved: 2.164452

The following is an example of the file pfoduced h m processing the previous data files. It
s e n d as iaput into t
k statisticalaoalysis package:
abc.out
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Appendix C: Experiment Instructions
The followhg are the insDuctions given to patkilpaats at the start of the finalexperiment:
&pammt of Computer Science

Faculty of Mathematics
Univefsity of Waterloo
September 26,1995

Dear Student
I am a graduate student in the Oepartmart of Computer Science at the University of WaterIoo. I am
conducting research under the supervision of Ptofessofs Rick &man and Stephen Mann on the
manipulation of computer representations of surface nxshes. Three dimensional object manipulation is
becoming mxe and more prevalent with the advent of 'virtual reality'. Thus there is the need to
determine where the strengths and pitfalls of 3D interaction lie. As a student of computer science
yourself, yow views and abilities could be of importanceto this study.

I would appreciate if you could participate in an ocprimnt and fiu out a brief questionnaire. The
experiment will -ire
you to move points on a deformxi tube to return it to its original regular shape.
The manipulations will be done in both 2D and 3D .&-ne
Instructions will be given (both
written and oral) as to the exact &ods
of your ex-t.
You will be thd for the duration of the
experiment, and your interactions with the computer will be recorded (iemessages will be automtidy
written to a file as yw view and move the tube). The qptionnaire will ask you to rate your experiences
of the experhmt.

You will be paid $10 for participatingin the research study.
It is expected that the e x w t and questionnaire will take approximately one hour of your time.
Although it is desired that you complete the expwiment and tpestionnaire, you can end your
participation at any time. Please note that any idomtion that you provide is considered confidential and
would be seen only by myself and my supervisors. Fuahennore, I am interested in general results rather
than specific results of an individual, so you will not be identified by name in any report.
This project has brm reviewed and approved for ethics through the Office of H u m Research &
Animal Care at the University of Waterloooo
If you have any questions or concerns resulting fiom your
participation in this study, please contact this o&ce at 885-121 1 Ext. m5.

Thank you in advance for your assistance. If aRer reading this letter and participating in the expehmt
and questionnaire, you have any questions about this project, please feel fke to contact Professor
Kavnan at 885-121 1 Ext. 4870, or Professor Mann at 885-121 1 Ext. 4526.
Yours sincerely,
Julie Waterhouse

Departmnt ofComputer Science
FacdtyofMathematics
University of Waterloo
Surface Editing Experiment Instn~dious

The surface editing experiment win consist of a series of trials. In each trial, two views will be
premted to you containing a tube that has a deformation (bump or hollow). Your task is to
remove the deformation, and tun the object back into a regular elliptical tube. You will do thir
by selecting and moving points on the tube.

On each uial, both a 2D view and a 3D view of the tube win be shown. The 2D view is a
cross-seaionthrough the tube showing a contour. It is possible to cyck through each of the
contours in order. This 2D view can always be changed through translation and zoom
operations ( d e s c r i i in the attached Rekrence seaion). The 3D view is a perspective
projection of the whole tube. This 3D view can alwzys be changed through rotation,
translation and mom operations (descrii in the attached Rekrence section).
Although the view can always be changed in either 2D or 3D,you will only be able to move
points in one of the two views. Which view this is will vary h m trial to triaL The view in
which you can move the points will have a blaek background. The other view will have a w y
background Points can be selected and moved siogly or in groups in order to elimiaate a
deformation. A group of points mn be a continuous range of points along a single contour, or
an area of points made up of a set ofadjacent ranges across multiple contours.
When you have completed a trial, click on the "Next trial" button in the top left-hand comer of
the interfaoe, or press the F1 key, to move on. The first thee trials an just for practice. Use
this tim: to get fam%arwith the interface, and take as long as you want on each practice triaL
The tint practice trial allows you to move points in both 2D und 3D. You should use this trial
to go through the reference guide and learn all of the interfaoe operations. The other two
practice trials will be just like real o m : you will only be able to move points in 2D or in 3D
(but not both). You will be signalled with a popup window when tbe real experiment begins.

Your interactions with the program will be recorded and timd If you need a break, you can
rest at the SZLU? of a trial (right after you have pressed "Next trial" or the F1 key), because
timing does not begin until you move the m u s e or press a button during a triaL Both your
speed and accuracy win be measured. Accuracy is most important. Try to be as accurate as
you can, but don't spend too long making micro-adjustxmnts to the points. It is expected that a
uial will take roughly two minutes on average.
If you have any questions after reading these instructions, please feel h e to ask me now.

Departnrnt of Computer Science
Faculty of Mathematics
Universityof Waterloo
Swface Editing Interface Reference

The following is a description of how the interface works. All mthods descrhd work in both
the 2D view and the 3D view unless otherwise specified.

In order to change the view, hold down the control key. Moving the muse while hoIding
down the left m u s e button then provides trackball rotation. Trackball rotation is explaiaed in
a section at the end of this docunrent. Rotation is only available in the 3D view. The middle
mouse button is used to zoom the view, and the right mouse button is used to vanslate the
view, This can be done in 2D or 3D.
To undo viewing changes, click on the "Reset view" button for a window. This will undo
any rotation, translation or zoom changes that were made. There are separate buttons for the
2D and the 3D views. There is w redo option with this button. The view is reset to its
starting position, and any changes that you made to the view are lost.

Select a point by ckking on it with the left mouse button. Dragging the muse after a
selection will move the point.
The shfl key is used when selecting multiple points. Simply hold down the sht@ key for
selections after the first. To select a set of adjacent points (a range), select the first point, and
then hold down the shift key while dragging the mouse. Dragging the muse to the right
selects in a clackwise direction on the saeen; dragging to the leA selects in a counter-clockwise
direction on the screen.
In order to add an extra point onto the end of a range, shift click on it. It must be adjacent
to an existing range.

In order to delete a point horn a range, select it with the middle mouse button It must be
one of the endpoints of the range.

Multiple ranges are selected by repeating the range selection process while the Shift key is
depressed. In this way, you can select an area of points.

Three points worth notmg about seleaioxx
1. Every point you select m a range moves when a primary point is picked Thus when
moving a range, you should onty select those points that are "out of place". and that you
wish to mve (kdont s
e
w any c 4 ~ h pomts)
~r"

2. When selecting multiple ranges. additional ranges must be adjacent to existing ranges of
selected poims.
3. When selecting with tbe shift key depressed, selection is restricted to new sefectioas on
contoun with already selected pins,or the contours adjacent to these.

In order to move multiple points, a printary point of motion rmst be defined by clicking on
one of the already selected points with the left mouse button. Dragging the mouse afker this
sekction will cause the group of selected points to move. One primary point can be selected
for a single range, or for multiple ranges. In t
k Iatter case, moving the primary point creates
or flattens a mound-like sbape.

The "Deform exponentnslider changes the shape of deformation. It can be used when
multiple ranges of points are being moved on adjacent contours. When the primary point is
dragged, the slider controls how much the points in the other contours mve. The slider value
represents exponential dropo& For example, if the slider is set to one, points on adjacent
contoun move the same amount as the primary point. If the slider is set to 115, the points in
the contours adjacent to the one containiog the primary point move one fifth as much as the
primary point, and the contours adjacent to those (one moR level out), move 115 as much
again. The "Reset exponentRbutton is used to reset the slider to its default value of m.
Please refer to the diagram on the next page.

Starting contours

Dragging some selected points with slider set to !h.

Dragging s o w selected points with slider set to 1.
Figure C.1: Using the 'deform exponenr slider.

Clicking anywbre in tte he or 33D window with the right mouse button win doselect the last
selection It can be used repeatedly to deseled item in tbe reverse order of selection. To
deselect everything, either click repeatedly with tbe right muse button. or click the "Select
nothing'' button on the interface.

Click on the "Undo move" button on the interfke to undo the las&move- The button will
then be labelled 'Redo mve", and can be used to redo the m v e that was undoae.
'Next" and Previous" are used to change the 2D view to the next contour of the cylinder in
each direction. This also changes the "ctment contour" in the 3D view. The left and right or
up and down arrow keys can also be used to ryde through the contours (ie change the
c m n t contour).

In order to restrict selection to a contour, set the "Sekton contour" toggle. This means that
points can only be selected on the highlighted, "current"contour. This is useful when selecting
in 3D where certain views can make selection ambiguous.

In order to restrict selection to an already selected point, set the Tteselect only" toggle. This
is useful when selecting a primary point, to ensure that only an aIready selected point is
targeted as the primary point. It helps to avoid the problem of missing the desired point and
starhg an entirely new selection

EXPERIMENT INSTRUCTIONS

Trackball rotation
Author for this sectioix Michael Hardy, August 12,1993.

Holding down the Control key and left muse button and moving the mouse win rotate the
scene using trackball rotations. The best way to think of this type of interaction is to pretend
that the scene is in a krge glass sphere that is sticking out of the window. The muse can be
thought of as a hand that strokes the sphere. Where and in what direction the sphere is stroked
wiII determine bow the scene rotates.
Moving the muse h m left to right THROUGH THE CENTER OF THE WINDOW win
rotate the sane h m left to right.
Moving the mouse h m top to bottom THROUGH THE CENTER OF THE WINDOW will
rotate the scene h m top to bottom.
Moving the mouse fkom the upper right to the lower left THROUGH THE CENTER OF THE
WINDOW win rotate the back right comer of the scene up and over to the dmnt Ieft of the
scene. This is like stroking the sphere fbm the upper right comer towards the lower left
comer.
Moving the mouse clockwise around the window WHILE STAYING NEAR THE BORDER
OF THE WINDOW win rotate the scene clockwise. This is like tuning the spbere clockwise.

Mouse mapping
The cunent mouse mapping for a window is always descn:ibed in the text box located directly
below that window. Also feel h e to refer to the following diagrams at any thm.

i
Select Deselect Deselect
new
last
endof
point
range

Default mouse mapping.

i

eshifb +

Sekt
additional
point

Deselect
kt

Mouse mapping when shift key is pressed.

Trackball Zoom
rotation view

Translate
view

Mouse mappingwhen control key is pressed.

Appendix D: Experiment Results
Following is the complete statisticalanalysis ofthe results ofthe pretests and final expehnt.

Surface t w e ~Rtest
rpsults=
Speed: Surface type and Bump type Interaction
Anova: Two-Factor With Replication
SUMMARY
Wireframe Shaded Contours Total

a-

Count
Sum
Average

6
6
6
18
195.5916 380.293 107.7022 683.5867
32.59859 63.38217 17.95036 37.97704
306.685 2192.58 16.95612 1119.624
33.46078

Variance
S.0-

wCount
Sum
Average
Variance
S.D.

6
6
6
18
387.31 14 790.71 17 387.9868 1566.01
64.55189 131.7853 64.66446 87.00055
278.7209 8454.133 901.1557 3895.361
6241283

count
Sum
Average
Variance
S.D.

6
6
6
18
678.9234 819.8758 239.6623 1738.461
113.1539 136.646 39.94372 96.58119
10333.29 517333 347.5631 6458.634
80.36563

Count
Sum
Average
Variance
S.D.

6
6
s - p - p181212.952 702.6906 1128.589 3044.232
202.1587 117.1151 188.0982 169.124
46262.96 3047.967 15123.99 20418.33
142.8927

Count
Sum
Average
Variance
S.D.

24
2474.779
103.1 158
16701.26
129.2334

-

-

-

-

-

- - - --z424
2693.573 1863.94
112.2321 77.66418
8089.9
4985.691
70.60942 89.94387

-

- - -- - -

- - - -

- - -

ANOVA

Source of Variation
SS
Bump type
158111
Surface type
15406.68
64560.2
Interaction
Within
462196.3

df
3
2
6
60

MS
F
P-value
Fcnt
52703.68 6.841726 0.000485 2.758078
7703.338 1.000009 0.373924 3.150411
10760.03 1-396813 0.230814 2.254055
7703.272

Accuracy: Surface type and Bump type Interaction
Anova: Two-Factor With Replication

Wireframe Shaded

SUMMARY

Contours Total

mke

Count
Sum

6
6
6
18
0.I73555 0.730429 0-163274 1-067258
0.028926 0.1 21738 0.027212 0.059292
0.00026 0.01036 0.001065 0.005502
0.0741 74

Average
Variance
S.D.
Sphe

Count
Varai nce
S.D.

6
6
6
18
1.515016 2.357709 0.962454 4.835179
0.252503 0.392952 0.160409 0268621
0.125187 0.046582 0.011976 0.063723
0.252434

Count
Sum
Average
Variance
S.D.

6
6
18----6.208968 9.821954 1-901004 17.93193
1.034828 1.636992 0.316834 0.996218
1.052984 1.250472 0.037066 0.996734
0.998366

Sum
Average

&

- - - - - - - -

Hiu

Count
Sum
Average
Variance
S.D.

6
6
6
18
11-5855 12.76596 7.54748 31.89893
1-930916 2.1 2766 1.257913 1-772163
0.150389 0.845843 0.071328 0,460823
0.67884
Total

count
Sum
Average
Variance
S.D.

24
I9.48303
0.811793
0.870057
0.932768

24
25.67605
1.O69835
1.197939
1.094504

ANOVA
Source of Vanatim
Bump type
Surface type
Interaction
Within

SS
32.61466
4.802585
3.135155
18.01756

df

Total

58.56996

24
10.57421
0.440592
0.269716
0.519342

MS
F
3 10.87155 36.20319
2 2.401292 7.996507
6 0.522526 1.740056
60 0.300293
71

P-value
Fcrit
1.75E-13 2.758078
0.000834 3.150411
0.127271 2.254055

Additional view retest results:
2D Speed
Anova: Single Factor

46 2568.862 55.84483

2 0 only

Within Groups

255858.5

90 2842.872

Total

256122.1

91

2062.7 45.41696

2 0 Accuracy
Anova: Single Factor

SUMMARY
Groups
Both
20 only

Count
Sum
Average Variance
S.D.
46 14.02001 0.304783 0.1 63017 0.403754
46 15.83046 0.34414 0.168612 0.410624

ANOVA
Source of Variation
Between Groups
Within Groups

0.035627
14.92332

1 0.035627 0.214863 0.644101 3.946866
90 0.165815

Total

14.95895

91

SS

BUS

df

F

P-value

F ctit

30 Speed
Anova: Single Factor
SUMMARY
- Groups
Both
30 onlv
-

Count
Sum
Average Variance
S.D.
49 36O8.413 73.64107 3321.938 57.63625
49 3442.1 06 70.24706 3860.513 62.13303

ANOVA

Source of Variation
Within Groups

SS
P-value
MS
F
df
F crit
282.2238
1 282.2238 0.078587 0.779825 3.940158
~ 7 ~ 7 . 6 96 3591.226

Total

345039.9

Between Groups

97

30 Accuracy
Anova: Single Factor

SUMMARY
Gmups
Both
3 0 only

Sum
Average Variance
S.D.
49 15.88239 032413 0.163379 0.404202
49 23.20663 0.473605 0.537875
0.7334

Count

-ANOVA
---- - - Source of Vars;atkm
SS
0.547393
Between Groups
Within Groups
33.66021
Total

@

34.2076

MS
F
P-value
Fcrit
1 0.547393 1.561181 0.21453 3.940158
96 0.350627
97

Spike: Speed
Anova: Single Factor
SUMMARY
- Groups
20

Count
11

ANOVA
Source of Variation
Between Groups
Within Groups

SS
573.657
1822.71

..

. -.-

-

Total

Sum
Average Variance
S.D.
179.179
16.289 57.23406 7.565319

df

1
21

2396.367

MS
573.657
86.7957

P-value
F crit
F
6.60928 0.017816 4.324789

22

Spike: Accuracy
Anova: Single Factor
SUMMARY

-

. -..

.. .

Source of variation
SS
Between Groups
0.000106
Within Groups
0.009737
Total

0.009843

Cn

MS
F
P-value
F crit
1 0.000106 0.228462 0.637605 4.324789
21 0.600464
22

Ridge: Speed
Anova: Single Factor
SUMMARY
Groups
2D

Count

Sum
A m a g e Van'r;anca
S.D.
11 335.1637 30.46943 115.581 10.75086

ANOVA
Source of Van;atbn
SS
Between Groups
4281.203
Within Groups
9405.511

df

22

13686.71

Total

MS
F
P-value
Fcrit
1 4281.203 9.558785 0.005527 4.324789
21 447.8815

Ridge: Accuracy
Anova: Single Factor
SUMMARY
- - - - -- - - -- .

.

Groups
20

Count
11

-ANOVA
-- - - - - Source of Variation
SS
Between Groups
0.024403
Within Groups
0.567629
Total

Sum
Average Variance
S.D.
2.68698 0.244271 0.009517 0.097553

df

0.592032

MS
F
P-value
Fcrit
1 0.024403 0.902814 0.352836 4.324789
21 0.02703

22

Spine: Speed
Anova: Single Factor
SUMMARY
Groups
20

Count
Sum
Average Variance
12 629.9031 52.49 193 2015.678

ANOVA
Source of Variation
SS
Between Gmups
254.6887
Within Groups
31282.1

Total

31536.79

df

S.D.
44.8963

MS
F
P-value
F crit
1 254.6887 0.179117 0.676242 4.300944
22 1421.914
23

Sp1ne:Accuracy
Anova: Single Factor
SUMMARY
- Groups
2D

Count
Sum
Average VanS.D.
1 2 0,891309 0.074276 0.007682 0.087649

SS
Soum of Variation
0.004035
Between Groups
Within Groups
0.302536
Total

MS

df

I 0.004035
22 0.013752

0.306572

F
P-mIu8
Fcrit
0.29343 0.593475 4.300944

23

Hill: Speed
Anova: Single Factor
SUMMARY
- Gmups
20

aunt
Sum
Average Variance
s.D.
12 1580.345 131.6954 4199.512 64.80364

ANOVA

Source of Variation
Between Groups
Within Groups

1189.186
87412.06

MS
F
P-value
Fctit
1 1189.186 0.312901 0.581 313 4.279343
23 3800.524

Total

886012 5

24

SS

df

Hill: Accuracy
Anova: Single Factor
SUMMARY
Groups
20

Count
Sum
Average Variance
S.D.
12 10.16082 0.846735 0.190151 0.436063

ANOVA
Source of Variation
SS
Between Groups
0.003241
Within Groups
4.2851 66

Total

4.288407

df

MS
F
P-value
F ctit
1 0,003241 0.017398 0.896209 4.279343
23 0.186312
24

Anova: Single Factor
SUMMARY
Groups
-

-

20

ANOVA
Source of Variation
. ..

..

Count
Sum
Average Vat&ma
STD
94 11133.53 118.4418 3884497 62.32Sr4

-

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

SS
46098.98
1329788

df

1375887

MS
F
P-value
Fcrit
1 46098.98 6.517284 0-011477 3.891401
188 7073.343
189

Accuracy
Anova: Single Factor
SUMMARY
Groups
2D

Sum
Average Variance
SJD
94 71.64813 0.76221 4 1.046797 1.023131

Cwnt

ANOVA
- -- - - - - -

Source of Variation
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

SS
0.084757
218.2002
218.285

df

MS
F
P-value
F crit
1 0.084757 0.073026 0.787277 3.891401
188 1-160639
189

Appendix E Questionnaire and Results
The following ir the questionnaire that was admi&itered to participants upon completionof the
h a 1 experimwt.

Depgamnt of Computer Science
Faculty ofMathemath
University ofWaterloo

For the following tasks, please indicate which envirotltnent was most e f f d v e for
completing that task, which was easiest to irre, and which was most eqjoyable to use
Circle the appropriate response,

viewing the tube as a whole:
most effective
most easy to use

most enjoyable to use

viewing a bump or hollow::

most effective

Equal

most easy to use

Equal

most enjoyable to use

mud

selecting a single point:
most eflkxtive

Equal

most easy to use

Equal

most enjoyable to use

Equal

selecting a range of points on a single contour:
most effective

2D

3D

mosteasytouse

2D

3D

most enjoyable to use

2D

3D

selecting ranges of points on mrltiple adjacent contom:
most effective

20

3D

most easy to use

2D

3D

most enjoyable to use

2D

3D

moving a single point:
most effective

2D

most easy to use

2D

most enjoyable to use

2D

moving a range of points on a single contour:
most effective

2D

most easy to use

2D

most enjoyable to use

2D

moving ranges of points on mdtipk adjacent contours:

most efktive

20

3D

Equal

most easy to use

2D

3D

Qua1

most enjoyable to use

2D

3D

Equal

95

PIease answer the foflowing questions by circhg the appropriate response!:

OveralJ, which enviromnt did you find most gecrive in performing the tasks?

2D

3D

Overall, which enviromnt did you find eunest to we when performing the tasks?

2D

3D

Overall, which environment did you find most enjoyable when pedorming the tasks?

2D

3D

Did you watch the 3D view while moving points in the 2D view?
A) Never

B) S0mefilllP-C
C) Often

Did you watch the 2D view while moving points in the 3D view?
A) Never

B) Sometimes

C) Often

Have you ever used any graphical mdelling packages (such as a CAD package) before?
A) Never

B) Sometimes (please specify):
C) Often (please specify):

Please c o m n t on any problems you had using t
k interface:

Please provide any additional comrmnts you feel might be useful:

97

The folbwing charts iIlustrate the results from the questionnaire.

Viewing the tube asa whale

h s t enjoyable to
US8

h s t easy to use

.

Viewing a bump or hollow

kbst enjoyable to

use

hbst easy to use

Most effective

Selecting a single point

Wst enjoyable to
US8

Wst easy to use

MDst effective

Selecting a range of points on a single contour

*st

enjoyable to
use

Most easy to use

MDst effective

Selecting ranges of pointson multiple adjacent contours

Wst enjoyable to
W8

mst easy to use

Most effective

Moving a aingle point

%st enjoyable to

use

OAost easy b use

M3St effective

Moving a range of pointson a sfngle contour

Moving ranges ot points on multiple adlacent contours
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